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Nationalised Industries And State Holding Companies 
And Their Subsidiaries 
A. Nationalised Industries and State Holding Companies* 
(1) Electricity Council & Boards 
(2) Post Office 
(3) British Steel Corporation 
(4) National Enterprise Board 
(5) National Coal Board 
(6) British Gas Corporation 
(7) British Railways Board 
(8) British Airways 
(9) National Bus Company 
(10) South of Scotland Electricity Board 
(11) National Freight Corporation 
(12) London Transport Executive 
(13) British Broadcasting Corporation 
(14) North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board 
(15) British Airports Authority 
(16) British Transport Docks Board 
(17) Scottish Transport Group 
(18) British National Oil Corporation 
(19) Independent Broadcasting Authority 
(20) British Aerospacet 
(21) British Shipbuilderst 
* Source: "The Times 1000,1977-1978", (London: Times Books, 1978). 
Added by the researcher. 
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B Nationalised Industries And State Holding Companies 
And Their Subsidiaries* 
(1) ELECTRICITY COUNCIL BOARDS 
1.0 Electricity Council 
1.1 Electricity Board - 
1.2 Electricity Board - 
1.3 Electricity Board - 
1.4 Electricity Board - 
1.5 Electricity Board - 
1.6 Electricity Board - 
1.7 Electricity Board - 
1.8 Electricity Board - 
1.9 Electricity Board - 
1.10 Electricity Board - 
1.11 Electricity Board - 














(2) POST OFFICE 
2.0 Post Office - Central Headquarters 
2.1 Postal Headquarters 
2.2 Scottish Postal Board 
2.3 Wales and The Marches Postal Board 
2.4 Northern Ireland Postal and Telecommunications 
2.5 London Postal Region 
2.6 Eastern Postal Region 
2.7 Midlands Postal Board 
2.8 North Eastern Postal Board 
2.9 North Western Postal Board 
2.10 South Eastern Postal Region 
2.11 South Western Postal Region 
2.12 Telecommunications Headquarters 
2.13 Scottish Telecommunications Board 
2.14 Wales and The Marches Telecommunications Board 
2.15 London Telecommunications Region 
2.16 London Inland Telegraphs 
2.17 Eastern Telecommunications Region 
2.18 Midlands Telecommunications Region 
2.19 North Eastern Telecommunications Region 
2.20 North West Telecommunications Board 
2.21 South Eastern Telecommunications Region 
2.22 South Western Telecommunications Region 
2.23 National Giro 
2.24 National Savings Bank 
2.25 Savings Certificate & Save As You Earn Office 
2.26 Bonds & Stock Office 
Board 
* Source: Who Owns Whom - Volume 1, (London: Publications Division, 
Dun & Bradstreet Ltd., 1978); 
Kompass. Company Information, (W. Sussex: Kompass Publishers Ltd., 
1978); 
Kelly's Manufacturers and Merchants Director, (Surrey: Kelly's 
Directories Ltd., 1978); 
Key British Enterprises, Volume 1, (London: Publications Division, 
Dun & Bradstreet Ltd., 1977/1978); 




BRITISH STEEL CORPORATION 
3.0 British Steel Corporation 
3.1 British Steel Corporation (Chemicals) 
3.2 Bitmac Ltd 
3.3 British Steel Corporation (Tubes) Ltd. 
3.4 Redpath Dorman Long Ltd. 
3.5 Redpath Dorman Long (Contracting) 
3.6 Redpath Dorman Long (North Sea) Ltd. 
3.7 Stanton & Stavely Exports Ltd. 
NATIONAL ENTERPRISE BOARD 
4.0 National Enterprise Board 
4.1 British Leyland Ltd. 
4.2 British Leyland Motor Corp. Ltd. 
4.3 British Leyland Truck & Bus Division Ltd. 
4.4 Rolls-Royce Ltd. 
4.5 Alvis Ltd. 
4.6 Aveling Bradford Ltd. 
4.7 Aveling Marshall Ltd. 
4.8 Bedford of Belton Ltd. 
4.9 Goodwin Barsly & Co. Ltd. 
4.10 Lyne Ltd. 
4.11 Coventry Climax Engines Ltd. 
4.12 Nuffield Press Ltd. 
4.13 Prestcold Ltd. 
4.14 Prestcold Central Ltd. 
4.15 Prestcold International Ltd. 
4.16 Prestcold Southern 
4.17 Searle Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 
4.18 Self-Changing Gears Ltd. 
4.19 Data Recording Instruments Ltd. 
4.20 Ferranti Ltd. 
4.21 Ferranti Engineering Ltd. 
4.22 Frenckay Ltd. 
4.23 Herbert Ltd. 
4.24 Herbert Controls and Instruments 
4.25 Mollart Engineering Co. Ltd. 
(5) NATIONAL COAL BOARD 
5.0 National Coal Board 
5.1 National Coal Board - England and Wales 
5.2 National Coal Board - Scotland 
5.3 National Smokeless Fuels Ltd. 
5.4 Filtracite Ltd. 
5.5 J. H. Sankey & Son Ltd. 
5.6 Pollard Ray and Sampsons Ltd. 
5.7 Sankey (Central) Ltd. 
5.8 Sankey Jonchu Ltd. 
5.9 Sankey (Scotland) Ltd. 
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(6) BRITISH GAS CORPORATION 
6.0 British Gas Corporation 
(7) BRITISH RAILWAYS BOARD 
7.0 British Railway Board 
7.1 British Rail Engineering Ltd. 
7.2 British Rail Hovercraft Ltd. 
7.3 British Transport Hotels Ltd. 
(8) BRITISH AIRWAYS 
8.0 British Airways 
8.1 British Airways Helicopters Ltd. 
8.2 Alta Holidays Ltd. 
8.3 International Aeradio Ltd. 
8.4 Digital Systems Ltd. 
(9) NATIONAL BUS COMPANY 
9.0 National Bus Company 
9.1 Bristol Omnibus Co. Ltd. 
9.2 The City of Oxford Motor Services Ltd. 
9.3 Crosville Motor Services Ltd. 
9.4 Cumberland Motor Services Ltd. 
9.5 East Kent Road Car Co. Ltd. 
9.6 East Midland Motor Services Ltd. 
9.7 East Yorkshire Motor Services Ltd. 
9.8 Eastern Counties Omnibus Co. Ltd. 
9.9 The Eastern National Omnibus Co. Ltd. 
9.10 Hants & Dorset Motor Services Ltd. 
9.11 Lincolnshire Road Car Co. Ltd. 
9.12 The Meidstone & District Motor Services Ltd. 
9.13 Midland Red Omnibus Co. Ltd. 
9.14 National Travel (NBC) Ltd. 
9.15 National Travel (North East) Ltd. 
9.16 National Travel (South East) Ltd. 
9.17 The Northern General Transport Co. Ltd. 
9.18 The Potteries Motor Traction Co. Ltd. 
9.19 The South Wales Transport Co. Ltd. 
9.20 Southdown Motor Services Ltd. 
9.21 The Thames Valley & Aldershot Omnibus 
9.22 Trent Motor Traction Co. Ltd. 
9.23 United Automobile Services Ltd. 
9.24 United Counties Omnibus Co. Ltd. 
9.25 West Riding Automobile Co. Ltd. 
9.26 West Yorkshire Road Co. Ltd. 
(10) SOUTH OF SCOTLAND ELECTRICITY BOARD 
10.0 South of Scotland Electricity Board 
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(11) NATIONAL FREIGHT CORPORATION 
11.0 National Freight Corporation 
11.1 British Transport Services Group 
11.2 Eastern British Road Services Ltd. 
11.3 Islandlink Ltd. 
11.4 Midlands British Road Services Ltd. 
11.5 Morton's (B. R. S. ) Ltd. 
11.6 North Eastern British Road Services Ltd. 
11.7 North Western British Road Services Ltd. 
11.8 Road Services (Tyne Tees) Ltd. 
11.9 Southern British Road Services Ltd. 
11.10 Western British Road Services Ltd. 
11.11 Ferry Trailers Ltd. 
11.12 Freightliners Ltd. 
11.13 Lawther & Harvey Ltd. 
11.14 Pickfords Heavy Haulage Ltd. 
11.15 Pickfords Removals Ltd. 
11.16 Tankfreight Ltd. 
11.17 Caledonian Bulk Liquids Ltd. 
11.18 Felixstowe Tank Developments Ltd. 
11.19 Pickfords Tank Haulage Ltd. 
11.20 Tayforth Ltd. 
11.21 Road Services (Caledonian) Ltd. 
11.22 Road Services (Forth) Ltd. 
11.23 Scottish Road Services Ltd. 
11.24 Waste Management Ltd. 
11.25 Bridges Transport Ltd. 
11.26 Tartan Arrow Service Ltd. 
11.27 Hanson Haulage Ltd. 
(12) LONDON TRANSPORT EXECUTIVE 
12.0 London Transport Executive 
(13) BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 
13.0 British Broadcasting Corporation 
13.1 BBC Television 
13.2 BBC Radio 
13.3 BBC External Broadcasting 
(14) NORTH OF SCOTLAND HYDRO-ELECTRIC BOARD 
14.0 North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board 
(15) BRITISH AIRPORTS AUTHORITY 
15.0 British Airports Authority 
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(16) BRITISH TRANSPORT DOCKS BOARD 
16.0 British Transport Docks 
16.1 British Transport Docks 
16.2 British Transport Docks 
16.3 British Transport Docks 




- South Wales 
17.0 Scottish Bus Group Ltd. 
17.1 W. Alexander & Sons (Fife) Ltd. 
17.2 W. Alexander & Sons (Midlands) Ltd. 
17.3 General S. M. T. Co. Ltd. 
17.4 Highland Omnibus Ltd. 
17.5 Western S. M. T. Co. Ltd. 
(18) BRITISH NATIONAL OIL CORPORATION 
18.0 British National Oil Corporation 
(19) INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY 
19.0 Independent Broadcasting Authority 
(20) BRITISH AEROSPACE 
20.0 British Aerospace 
20.1 British Aircraft Corporation (Guided Weapons) 
20.2 British Aircraft Corporation (Preston) Ltd. 
20.3 Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Engineering 
20.4 Scottish Aviation Ltd. 
(21) BRITISH SHIPBUILDERS 
21.0 British shipbuilders 
21.1 Swan Hunter Shipbuilders 
21.2 Barclay Curle & Co. Ltd. 
21.3 Clelands Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. 
21.4 Goole Shipbuilding & Repairing Co. 
21.5 The Grangemouth Dockyard Co. Ltd. 
21.6 Smith's Dock Co. Ltd. 
21.7 M. W. Swinburne & Sons Ltd. 
21.8 Walksend Slipway & Engineering 
21.9 Vickers Shipbuilding Group Ltd. 
21.10 Vosper Thornycroft Ltd. 
21.11 Lithgows Ltd. 
21.12 Appledore Shipbuilders Ltd. 
21.13 Austin & Pickersgill Ltd. 




(21) BRITISH SHIPBUILDEPS (continued) 
21.15 Cammell Laird Shipbuilders Ltd. 
21.16 Hall Russell & Company Ltd. 
21.17 Campbeltown Shipyard Ltd. 
21.18 Perenco Co. Ltd. 
21.19 Robb Caledon Shipbuilders Ltd. 
21.20 Scotts' Shipbuildings Co. Ltd. 
21.21 Sunderland Shipbuilders Ltd. 
21.22 Barrow Shipbuilding and Engineering 
21.23 Barrow Engineering Works 
21.24 Yarrow (Shipbuilders) Ltd. 
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APPENDIX (6.2) 
First Request For Co-operation Sent To Managing Director 
Or The Person Of Similar Position (First Batch) 
Department of Accountancy and autinm Law 
Head of Department: Profasior JMS Riste 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND I TELEPHONE' STIRLING (07$6) 3171 
Dear Sir, 
One of our M. D. students, Mr. M. Megvid, is conducting research into 
"The Effectiveness of Mansgemsnt Accounting Systems" (The Internal 
Accounting Reports) in public enterprise and nationalised industries. 
This research is, an attempt to find the views of managers (as users of 
information) and subordinate or-assistant managers (as persons affected by 
it) regarding the internal accounting reports used in planning and 
control, as well as the views of accountants (as providers of information) 
regarding the informational requirements of managers. The findings of this 
research we hope will give some indication of the effective aspects of 
these reports, so that the strengths can be highlighted, and those aspects 
which may need to be improved. 
It is not one of the purposes of this research to obtain any confidential 
information in respect of the organisations from which the participants 
in this study will be selected. 
The views of participants will be obtained by means of mailed questionnaires 
which should take about 30 minutes to complete. Needless to say, all 
information in any replies will be strictly confidential, nor will 
participants or their organisations be identified in the presentation of 
the results. 
The conclusions obtained by this research will depend entirely upon an 
adequate response by those who are asked to take part in it and consequently 
we would appreciate your help and assistance in providing the names and the 
business postal addresses of the following: 
(1) Bead of the management accounting department, or the chief accountant 
with special responsibility for internal accounting reports or any 
other person possessing this responsibility. 
(2) Four senior executives of differing functions (e. g., in an industrial 
company. production, sales/marketing, etc. ) who are involved 
extensively in tactical planning and management control 
(3) Four assistant managers of similar functions. 
(4) Four accountants (seniors, if possible) concerned with responsibility 
for preparation of the internal accounting reports. 
if you would like any further information relating to the project or to 
the questionnaires, please do not hesitate to contact us when we will be 
delighted to give answers to your queries. We will supply you, of course, 
with a copy of the research findings. 
'banking you in anticipation of your co-operation. 
Yours faithfully, 




First Request For Co-operation Sent To Managing Director 
Or The Person Of Similar Position (Second Batch) 
Depwtwdent of Accountancy wed 9 nrsz Law 
Head of Department: Professor] MS Risk 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND I TELEPHONE: STIRLING (0786) 3171 
Our ref : JAS/MM/R 
Dear Sir, 
One of our Ph. D. students, Mr. M. Mequid, is conducting research into "The 
Effectiveness of Management Accounting Systems" in public enterprise and 
nationalised industries. The purpose of this research being an attempt to 
find the views of managers, as users of . 
information and subordinate or 
assistant managers as persons affected by it, regarding the internal 
accounting reports used in planning and control, as well as the views of 
accountants as providers of information. 
It is not one of the purposes of this research to obtain any confidential 
information in respect of the organisations from which the participants 
in this study will be selected. 
The views of participants will be obtained, by means of mailed questionnaires 
which should take about 30 minutes to complete. Needless to say, all 
information in any replies will be strictly confidential, nor will participants 
or their organisations be identified in the presentation of the results. 
The conclusions obtained by this research will depend entirely upon an 
adequate response by those who are asked to take part in it and consequently 
I would appreciate your help and assistance in providing the names and the 
business postal addresses of the following: 
(1) Head of the management accounting department, or the chief accountant 
with special responsibility for internal accounting reports or any 
other person possessing this responsibility. 
(2) Two accountants, if possible, who are concerned with responsibility 
for preparation of the internal accounting reports. 
(3) Two senior executives, if possible, of differing functions. 
(4) Two assistants, if possible, to the above. 
For your information, I enclose herewith copies of the questionnaires which 
will be circulated. If you would like any further information relating 
to the project I will be pleased to supply it. Needless to say you will 







Second Request For Co-operation Sent To Managing Director 
Or The Person Of Similar Position 
Department of Accounrmmcy and su rr, Law 
Head of Depp: Profs wr jMS Risk 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND I TELEPHONE: STIRLING (0786); t7 
Our ref: JS/MM/R 
Dear Sir, 
Research Project: The Effectiveness of Management Accounting Systems 
I recently sent a letter to you. askinq for your co-operation in the 
above research project, and as I have not as yet heard from you 
I an taking the liberty of writing you further, because the 
success of this part of the project depends entirely on the 
co-operation of an adequate number of participants. 
I. realise how busy you must be, but if it is possible for you to 
help in the project I will be pleased to hear from you at your 
convenience. 
If you require any further information regarding the project, 






QUESTIONNAIRE FOR HEAD OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT OR THE 
PERSON WITH SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR INTERNAL ACCOUNTING REPORTS 
Department of Accountancy cnd 2usimss Lay 
Head of Depanrnen^ : rc f. s: os, 1 .1S::.. _ 
NI : %rRS[TY OF STIRLING sTfl INc FK9 4" SCOTLÄND; -_LZ H O. Ns: 
ALL BE Cam:?? Z: _.: _I'. _ 
QCr'STI0: IN7UNZ .c CcR 
Em-AD OF ANT ACCOL: ITI: 7G 
CR Ti-i PERSON 1Th 52LCIn_'r r^ýESrC: iSIýII. Iý'' 
FOR J? 'r5_r1. '-º'ý, ý: 000t ý': iG Z.? CRTS 
Research Leto The -=ecý,. ývýness Cf 
' 
Kanaae. ent ccoý:.: t. g Systas 
YOUR CP_NICNS n Cr GT: '^ST 
Would you please snare with us ?.: this resewch ==A, --c= 
To help in : clic"ri: c-: ý°^ý'_es, wc,. r' c yet-, .' =se 
f111 in e :. -:: o -at: oz =e . c"r: 
(1) Resj: cncs. ^_t' s nie : 
(Z) Job title: 
(3) organisation. man : 
__- -ý - --_ýý 
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?L ASE Rý'? D T:? =S S =ýT 3E`'Coý C". 'Lý'_. ""': G "ý- `+; ""c-__, ý.. _-- WCULD YOU y n1. 
A. MOW m FILL IN 7. =-v 
Please tick the space beside the appropriate alte=at--ve. 
Unless indicated more than ore space may *e ticked. 
. With other cuestiors you will find numbers. 
Please ring the number which =tost indicates your ccinion. 
Where 's-. -ace has been left, please write in your answer. Use 
additional sheets if required. 
8. ýf'F'T_ýt2TICNS (for the ; arose of this questionnaire) 
Management Accourti"a System: the inter al accounti.: q reports which 
provide managers with the accouatinq i.: =craat'_on needed for use in 
planning and control. 
The Effectiveness of the System: is a measure to deter-mire ow 
satisfactory is the system :a rrovidinq the spec-4=_c in=c ; atidn 
for which it is designed. 
The Efficiency of he System: is the achievement of the purposes of 
the s! s=em at cost. 
Stratecic Plan izc: the process of- deciding coxpany's cb; ect: "res, " 
and the resources used to achieve then. 
Tactical Planning: the process of foz3u? at'^. q, in rcr detail, the 
plans which are already deteri: ed In broad outline in the 
strategic planning. 
Management Control: concerts the evaluation and aajus ten_ of_ 
actual ; ez: or=ance '_w accordance -h the plans. 
. Ocerat_cnal Ccný--ol: `e process of ersc: ry ; that specific -asks are 
pried crt of ec: _vely and efficiently. 
Manacer: an executive at middi e manage=e^ t : eve! who Ls i nvol-re a 
extensively in tactical planning and =anacener = centre an-- who 
na. 1ces c erationg and ad in_st. ative decisions as ; zt o. is 
responsibilit'_es. 
. ; tanace S __.... 
:... _. _.: C 5- 2: - -, -'-. e strategy my winich --he manage= 
oce_at_s to _eacr. a cec_z-- zr. or solve a 
The araivtic style: who reduces a : rcbie= to a set Of causal 
relatior. s:.: _ s and : __es :c _ý. d a solut on ýv usiaq . c^".:: ýe 
and models. 
- The so'_.: `i: s to solve 
sense and 
relies =ore z: r. : aec_=c: c. 
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Not at all 
(Z) Has your organisation a specialised information function other than the 
accountin q function? YES/*10 
IF YES: 
&, a How is this : icttion dascri! ed? 
_ 
Manag. s: ent Infor a*_ cn Systems 
_ 
Infornation and Statistics 
Other; please specify , 






co To what deg ee is the ,:. anage=ez t acccunt_aq syste. -a . tegr-atad 
with this fi. rc: icn: 
Completely integrated 
Partially integrated 
Separate systea entirely' 
(31 'Achat proportion of the --cta? ^:: -sad by -anacers is provided 
by the iaz agewent acccunt_zg sys z_m? 
- In Strategic ? la: L^_-. g 
- In Tactical ?ia ni:. C! 
- In Manage--en t Co:.. _c? 
- In Cce= ati--Gal Cýrtr i 
ýý 
(4) Does your organizat_cn evaluate. 'its. =anagement a'ccnuat± g system 
ae Evaluates the syste= to -=s ef=ec_ Te-=_ss 
b. Evaluates the systam to its 
e. reviews t. e s-"st_m _c ans =s , ha_ _. e --=cac_zss ==e --e-. -= =.. ---^e- d. Cces :: ct eva_--aca _ at a' 




iiow orter_ is the mar_agerant acco': Z: r. ý: S ysýý evaluated to (7) te 
deter i. e its ef: ý2c=i": mess? 
. Ender special circumstances; please specify: 
When orcraciors acid act_vities change 
computerisation of tc came nt syste=, cr pert of it, 
or use of a new model o= oc ter 
_ 
When another additional in! or-... 3tion sysze. t Is desired 
Other; ; lease state 
Periodically; please specify: 
_ 
quarterly 
C-ice a yea_ 
_ 
yearly 
Other; ? lease stare 
(6) When your organisation evaluates the syste= to datarrine jts affcctiveress, 
does it rely on one or sore of the _ollow4 g? 
Questionnaire circulated ancr g =a-. tage--s 
Personal inte_ ews with =a gers 
Managers' co lasts a cu_ _e=crts 
'- Review of the content and format of reports 
Other; please state 
Mw satis:: ed are you with the rnet-iod (s) USED iic vor: . =ý'Z ? 
Dissat_s- Satis- Righ. '-y 
fled Riad Sat. ý'ie14 
- Questionnaire c: rcul . ated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- ? ersenal :. nter-viaws 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 
- Managers' cc +_ 1aimts 1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 
- Revieu of ''ýe recor=s 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 
- Ocher 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 
(7) fc at c__ter. a are zsed ?. Z de_z^. ý. _.: c _: a e===c=ive. ^. ess cf W: r. aga. ^e:: _ 
accai. _- :g system? 
managers' -- -_== 
: ecis:.: 5 ..:.. _-e 
Other; _ease s:. a=a 
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(8) Is there any repcrt issued on the effectiven_ss of the ^. anage=ent 
accounting system? 'MS/1110 
VVS: Does such report point out: 
weaknesses of the c:.. rent system? 
level of the system's effectiveness in guaý. itative : seas 
(e. q. verl good, good, etc. ) ? 
_ 
level of the effectiveness in quantitative te_-=s 
(e. g. percentage: 70%, 80% etc. )? 
_ 
comparison with findings of : ast evaluation? 
others please state 
(9) In your organisation, who does evaluate the -management acco z ti ig system to 






Other; please state 
(10) To what degree have managers partic4ated iz the desiq Of t! e 
aaaagenneat acccunt'_.: g systa-"%? 
, None Sc=ewhat 
Subs tar. tia 
Z234567 
(11) In your organisation, is there any specific mat.!: cd(s) applied to ensure t. -, at 
the m . nage=ent ac ountinq system meets 
the i: fo: ^_: a icra? needs o 
If Z S/: r'O 
YES 
a. What is t. --; s aet: cd (s) ? 
Questio: -ý a__ e c:: cc-,! ated a~. c-q ca: ace=s 
Disc:. ssicns with =anagers 
Ot. he=; ; lease s_ ec_: y 
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b. F. cw satisfied are. you with the cet: od(s) US=D whic you ": C^D? 
Dis, satis- Sat-is - 
f{ed Pied Satisfied 
- Questicrnai_e circulated I234567 
- Discussions with r-. anagers 1234567 
- Other 1234567 
co How often is this method (s) used? 
Under special circa. stances; please specify: 
When c cratiors and activities change 
_ 
Com_ *_merisaticn of the v=--ant system, or part of it, 
or use of new yodel of computer 
When another additional infoz--ation system is designed 
Other; please state 
Periodically; please specify: gaztar'ly 
twice a year 
_ 
yearly 
other; please state 
ý wiin/ý f 4' 
(12) Have some managers ever ccamlaied that ý -, --he aaz: ace=er.. } .. accci.. __.. ; sys 
to 
has not met some of their accou tinq Lafzr_at_onal req i: t . ents? 
Y°-S/ '. Cý 
IF Y:: S : in such cases, is there any procec"ýý followed to reveal whether 
accountants have new: _ recisely the thfo__, a.. _. oaai __cL__y_.... s of 
these managers? YES/NO 
(13) In your organisation, is ``sere any speci:: ic met-hod(s) used to cbtain 
the views 
assistant 3anace_ s) recar of the principz. subor"'.. ýatss (e. g. the "' 
the inforation which has been already provided by t. h. e svsta .o 
``. e__ 
superiors? YES/`+0 
VrsS r. athcd; s) -ý What IS this lý 
_ -'_. zcý a1 s: r. cr at`s guest: or.:. r_ e ci_c",:? 3ted a cng the 
? erscr. a? _.:: erv_eu+s with the sr: crdi-atas 
Other; . =lease s=ec--: l 
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(14) 2lease indicate the degree of your agreere :t each of the 





In any evaluation of the elfectiveress of 10 
an iafcz ation system: - 
The key factor is users' satisfaction with 
the information provided 1 
- It is necessar. 1 to determine whether the 
providers of the information have known 
the users' requirements precisely, 1 
- It is useful to knew the views oil. assistant 
managers, as principal subordinates, 
regarding the i for anon which has 
already been provided to Tanagers I 
8. managers' decision-spacing style (analytic/ 
heuristic) should be ta! -en into account 
when repot- s are designed 1 
C. An informaticr system can be more effective 
only if the resources allocated to : vn. .g 
it are increased 1 
D. The use of psychological tests to determine 
managers' decision-making styles (analytic/ 
heurist.:. c) is helpful in specifying t: -. e 
amount and .:, ode of presentation preferred 
of the In ormation required 1 
, -ý .4 a cý s+ G d 
++ o v 







(15) Is there any methcd used in your organisation to dete_ri: e manager's decisicn- 
makinq s, -yle (analy`.. ici": e, z: ist'_c) . "IS/ti0 
IF YES: what is this wethcd (s) ? 
Psychological tests 
_ 
Interviews with managers 
Other; Please staca 
(I6) save the '. 4: _e__. ^. t- s`;;! es 
way c_ _nc-tze=the `==a_ =.. r. =-r= 
wh-4 -. they _=ce: "ýe' 




(17) Frc: a the _ rnct+cal and econcaic point of I- : ew . heA" 're? 4ent'_"r shcu:.., -: 
ra.: n, em_nt acc_', nt=rg systems be evaluated to determine its- effectiveness? 
Under special circumstances; please specify: 
V rhea a- e moons. 3. _ . saga Corupute=isat_L in cr the cý-rent sys _eu, or --art- or. * ---. 1 r 
or use of a new Wcdel of c==uter 
When arctacr ad: it. caa? ia. o=a:.. on systsr. is . signed 
other; please state 
Periodic-ally; 9-21 ease specify: quarre_? y 
twic2 a yea: 
-- yearly 
Qt: ier, please state 
YOUR Cc rs wCULD BZ 
If you wculd like to hake any fu . ': er cczr=e-its, please use the space 
below and ary add4tion_1 sheets, i` rec' ed. 
'7ý75 77-7: --, ---: 7, 
?? ease .. : a^-a^: s. 
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APPENDIX (6.6) 
MANAGER - QUESTIONNAIRE 
Deparrraerst of. iccot. rcrcncy cnd A-1 ess La ' 
Head of Dcpartment: Professor! .4Sn :p 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND ITELEPHCNE: STIRLING (0-3L); i-c. l 
ALL Sý1FOR: 4iS ='COiv WILL BE STRICw ", Y C, ',:. ''ý-"ý-'"^" "" 
MANAGER - QUES. O: N?, I? E 
Resezch Into' The Effectiveness Of 
Management Accowt_ng Syster. s 
YOUR OPI IONS :E OF UT-MOST : R? car%NC 
Would you please sae with us in this resea=cz project 
To help im fo12. owi: a-pro replies, weld you please f4ll 
in the iafo=atlon below: 
(1) Respondent's Na=e: 
(2) Jcb title: 
(3) Organisation name 
F-7 
his =a_"- w___ =e de_ac =d `-e=: _= anal'rs: -, .:. e .. _-='==-=, ý_""===-°' 
630 
WCULD YCU PI-r t"-SE z".. AD. '^Q.. IS S rsr'' 3S"C P. Cc:, ': "' ": ; ý_ ":? r : 72 
A. HCW I FII1L IN = QL? z. 'STT_C; aýS? ý 
Please tick he space beside We aprop_iate alternative. " 
Unless indicated, more than one space =ay be ticked. 
With other questions you will find ni.. bers. ? lease ring the rurber 
which most indicates your opinion. 
. where space has been left, please write in your answer. 
Use additional sheets if required. 
8. DEFINITIC: 7S (for the : wrose of this questior_iaixe ) 
Management Accounting System: the i.. Zte^tal account; ^. g rercr s which 
provide managers with the accounting L! o=at_on seeded for use in 
planning and control. 
The Effectiveness of the Svstem: a measure gor detex-n-miriag : ow 
satisfactory the systa n is in _ roviding the specific infozaat on 
for which it is designed. 
. The ? zinc cal Stbord. i: ates : the ? r=.: cipal assistants of the Waracer. 
Manager's Cecls ioz :! aki:: a S tv1 er the strategy by which the nage= 
operates to reach a dacis. ion or solve a ruble. 
. The Information Att=ijutes : 




(Report ?o == t) 
amount of detailed in do=aati on is s".: f ±cient. 
confidence the iz. fcr at_cn. Cze'di! i -=. ý. 
to be under= _andaie the must ce 
presented =.: c anised f r=, in a spie 
1anq ace, and ý. e to rý_cgi_s used are net 
in dif: ic-, Lt technical ter . s. 
- Ti=e? _zess 
±nfor... at: on .s avt'_lý: e as and when _eq:: _ea. 
=t :s =L, :e:: se=.: -, s::. L? '-e 
: eievant, acec_ate, : e1'_ýle, ý:: 
dersta. a. b_e, a. --I 
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(I) What proportion of the total i. ^for-ation which you t: sc is provided by: 
- The accounting function A 
- Your own function -$ 
- Any other functions; please state - ýt 
100 % 
(2) How do you feel about the amount of detailed information in the internal 
accounting reports which you receive? 
Too About Too 
little right much 
- In reports used in p1anninq 12 -3 456 .7 
- In reports used in control. 123 4- 567 
(3) ' How many internal accounting reports cc you receive? 
Once a week Once bi-arnua? ly- 
Once a month Once annually 
Once quarterly Other? 
(4) Do you feel that the n aber of the internal accunt_^g retorts which you 
receive has caused "information overload"? YES/NO 
IF YES: please indicate with which reports you feel there is overloading. 
With reeorts -ecei': ad: 
Once a week `Once bi-annually 




(5) How satisfied are you with the frequency of the inter accci: nti: g 
reports which you receive? 
You are satisfied wit the 
(If you tick 21 c or a, please give =e percentage) 
a. All the reports 
b. most of the reports (70%-99%) _ 
c. Some of the reocr .s (40%-59%) % 
d. Few of the reports (1% -39%) % 
e. _ None at all 
{öi How oft`: do . -cu ccnduct an 
"exanded sea_c., ý, ' to ýtzta_: n ac_ _. - 
'^^3`. O^ you feel is to the =-nacament a- -,, c= 
an has mct : een ccrta ed in the -: -te=a! 





(7) Do you use all the information contained in. the internal accounting 
reports which you receive? Y%--S/NO 
IF NO: What is the reason (or reasons)? 
Some items are irrelevant to your decisions 
_ 
Level of reliability (credibility) of some its is unacceptable 
_ 
Amount of detail is too much 
Some items in the reports are badly organised 
Some items are out-dated. 
Other; please specify 
(8) How satisfied are you with the internal accounting reports which you receive? 
I 
Use of the rezor ts is : lw inc 
- Relevance 
- Adequacy (am ut of detail) 
- Ti=eliness 
- Reliability (credibility) 
- For=at 
- Usefulness (overall rating) 
- Other? 
Use of the reccrts in control 
- Relevance 
- Adequacy (amount of detail) 
- Timeliness 
- Rel i abili ty (credibility) 
- Format 
- Usefulness (overall rating) 
- Ot: er? 
W4 C7 y 
.^ 
in VA ý mV C) n P-4 
,. 1 +i 41 C, -W 
cn cn 
1 .2 34 567 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ', 
1- 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
"1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 .3 4 
5 6 7 
1 
.2 
3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 
(9) How often do aamage_s such as yourself ask fcr acccu tar. t's co-c_erat on 
in the thtercrat a : io^ of _:. c ? . -ü or-.. ati cn con taizec 
.a", he . te=: al 
" accounting reports? 
Never Seldc i Occas1 ona? _"7 
(10) -cw C: C5a1v ýC : cu =_°__ .'u. -:: -=- =-~3t_=.. 
he 
_ate_ma. aC:. '. L': 1tý:. 9 : e; 
c z5 
cC 112. icate7 
Not at Scmewha= %e= t 
all close-',. r cicse: "ý 




(11) To what extent do you feel that accountants' co-cperat_on with managers is 
necessary in the interpretation of the infcr±ation cantained -, -i the internal accounting reports? 
Not at Very 
all Somewhat necessary 
1 .234567 
(12) Do you feel that the accounting staff understands your evolving info raticnal 
requirements? 
Not at 
all Somewhat Substantial "" 
- For planning- 1 2,. 3: " 45 6'- 7 
- For control 1234567 
(13} Does the accounting staff cc-caerate wit's raracers, such as yourself, 
in. deter fining their accounting Informational. recui_s_^ents? YES/1140 
II? NO Why not? 
_ 
Managers do not ask for accowntants' co-opera---on 
_ 
It is the resporsibiLit' of another s_acialist; 
please specify 
. 
Other; please state 
(14) Were you consulted in any way about the format and content of the i^. ternal 
accounting reports which you receive? 
You were consulted zl-, cut: 
(If you tick b, c, or d, please give the percentage) 
a. 
_ 
All the reports 
b. 
_ 
Most of the reports (70%-99%) 
C. Some. of the reports (40%-69%) 
d. Fed of the re_ orts (1% -309%) 
e. None at all 
(15), Do your orircipa2 subordinates know --I .e content of the 
'_: ter a1, account_- 
reports which you receive? 
The cr_rc? ra? s crfinates k-. ca the cc^ter. _ o'_ " 
(If you tick b, c, or _esse g: ve -. e ; ercertace) 
a. A-11 the = e_cr _s 
ý. Most of :. e , r4-=ca; ; 
se=e of _. e : e_cr-s 
d. Few of the _ e_ c: =s (. % -39%) 
e : cr_a at a- 
2- -'-e" 'n', Ow ; :. cw? 
They race-4-. re a =c_ v 
You disc.: ss _: e ...... __:: 
otter; please sec: ' 
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(16) Do you discuss the decisions which you wi11 make with your prince al 
subordinates? 
You discuss: (If you tick b, c, or d, please give the percentage) 
a. 
_ 
All the decisions 
b. 
_ 
Most of the decisions (70%-99%) 
C* 
_ 
Some of the-decisions (40%-c9%) _ 
d. 
_ 
Few of the decisions (1% -39%) 
e. None at all 
(17) Please use the following scales to indicate how you feel about the internal 
accounting reports which you receive. Judge the reports on each of these 
scales in order by placing a check-mark (x) in the appropriate space. 
II-OORTANT S 
- Make each item a SZARATE and IN') EN ENT judge-ment. 
- Note, the FAVCUPA=- adjective is sometimes on the left and sometimes 
on the right. 
Now, how do you feel about the internal accounting reports which you receive? 
a. use-of the retorts in ciannina 
veryy quite slightly neutral sl. ichtly auite very 
Ordered ()()()()()()() Disordered 
Essential () () () () () () () Non-essent_s . 
Biased ()()()()()()() Unbiased 
Incomplete () () () () I) () () Complete 
Relevant () () () () () () () Irrelevant 
Simple () () () () () () () Complex 
: -_te Inaccurate OOOOOOO Acc" - 
Current ()()()! )()()() out-date? 
Well-timed ()()()()()()(} lll-=_.:. e-' 
Not required ()()()()()()() Rea-_" red 
Inadequate ()()()()()(). () Adeý.: a_e , 
b. Use of the retorts in control 
very quite slightly neut_al slightly cui e ve_' 
Crdered OOOOOO (] Discr-- ere_ 
Essential ()OOOOOO Non-esse-: t_ 
Biased ()()()()()()! ) Ur:: - as ec2 
Incomplete ()()()()()()()C:, =-e_e 
Re I ev. ant ()OO() -_e-=-, _ 
Si ole ()()()()()()() __. _: = 
Currant 
Not _ec.: __s_ ()! )()()()() 
(") p°="_- 




(18) ýss: ý:::. g that you could have the irter al acc_.... c=, z : =-De s =:: act_ az 
you would 1i e the=, Icw do you : at_ -: e : e_ cr s as an cacc_ c= zh-j-r 
resat. ve izziaortance for :1 a-. i :ga . -d cort_o .? 
Te -elative `--o-z: -e 
of the =a=c s 
- For planting 
- For control 
100 
(19) Ia your opinion, are ---. e : nfor_at: cn at zibutes below equally important 
when inio=ation is used: a. _z planning? -;. SA40 
b. in control? Y'S/NO 
I^ NIO: Please rank these attr Utas in order of thsir -orta. ce, t:: er. 
give each a percentage so as to indicate its relative i. pcr=z.. cs i: 
planning and/or control according to your answer above. 




2: e Z. oz at=on "Att:: ýut_s Relat_ve Re'_at=ve 
Ra _k --c ca Rank i=crtance 
Ti=e . ir. ess "3 
Relevance ý 
3decsacy (a=c=t of detail) ;" 
Relivi.. ty (credibility) t 
t derstanda. bii . ty ý 
ýý0 Z' CC ý 
(20) Please i»dicate the decree ^f agreement with each of the _o_lcwi: g 
state_ents: 
>1 >- 
A. In any evaluation of the effectiveness 
öL j 
of a! -foration system: a o y1 "ý JJ 
-, he key factor is users' satis=ac_: cn 
° 
with the Provided 123 456 
-It is :. ecessa_ry to date=ti :e whether 
e providers of .. e:: o^atic^ have -L f Yý- y 
kncwn the users' requ e-en_s _ recisely '- 23 457 
-: t is use: -. to k:. cw . he views o= 
assistant wanage=s, as 
s wer=-ates , regard, -. -.; the 
w:: c:: as already been provided _o 
czra; e=s 3 ý 3 t 
3. manace_s' 
e_: act;. 7e cn-lr -- the : 25'--=25 
a'_';: catad =: =-'= - =ý -" are _.. 
o_ea-sed 23 4s 
he .: se 
: es " __- 




(21) Does your organisation evaluate the manageme accounting system to 
detez^.. ine its effectiveness? Y": S/NO/DOir ": IOW 
IF YD. 'S i 
Bow does it do this? Questionnaire circulated among uanagers 
Personal intarviews with managers 
Managers' complaints about reports 
... Review of the content and format o= reports 
Others please state 
b. 
, 
How satisfied are you with the method(s) USED which you T C.. CD? 
Dissatis- Satis- 
fiad fled 
- Questionnaire circulated 1 2 3 4. 5 6 
- Personal interviews 1 2 3 4 5 6 
- Managers' co plaints 1 2 3 4 5 6 
- Paviea of the reports I 2 3 4 5 6 
- Other 1 2 3 4 5 6 






(22) From the practical and econoriie point of view, how ==equently shculd the 
management accountinq system be evaluated to determine its effectiveness? 
ander special circumstances; - please specify: 
When operations and activities change 
Cctputerisat: on of the c= --ant system, or part of it, or use of 
a now model of computer 
When another additional information system is designed 
Other; please state 
Periodically; please specify: quarterly 
twice a year 
yearly 
other; please stata 
(23) In your career, have you ever participated, in one way or another, in the 
design and development of an infcrratioa systeal YES/N0 
(24) Have you ever studied &ccountancy? " YZS/Mo 
(25) It is possible to say that there axe two styles of decision ozke_st 
A. The person who reduces a . c5'_e= to a set of causal. _a+a^:.: s:,: _s 
and tries-. d a sc.:::.. on `. y usi g fo =41as and rcda: s r 
3. ie_scn who era s. es wcrxab'_e scluc. cr-s to solve 
solves --cb. errs his cc--cn sense and =e1. es =cce hsav:: y cr, 
'eedrackc. 
Neither style is better than the other. 
Please `ck u: -da_ _'_' _"_ 'uric`: 
: e=resents the s c. 'e-. -cu .: e fa_ . 
5t_ortgLy uita SL` ght=y 
Style A Style A Style A 
sýlghtýf YLi_e 
St"ýle 3 Style 3 S'"": e 6 
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(26) To what extent do you' feel that accountants, as providers of ýr: _orsiacr., 
know the decision-making style which you prefer? 
Not at 
all Somewhat Substantial 
1 2.3 4567 
Yeats Months 
(27) How long have you been working: a. in this organisation? 
_ b. in your present job? 
YOUR CO! '.. EIMS WOULD BE APPPECTITZD 
If you would like to make any further co aerts, please use the space below 
and any additional sheets, if required. 
"I 




ASSISTANT MANAGER - QUESTIONNAIRE 
1%pa7'Crnent of Accountancy Gral 3aitinYSS La. ' 
Herd of ^eflar: mext: 'ý o; 2ýSc rj :i. __, 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING S't'IRLZNC FK9 ;U SCOTLAND 1. T_LZ, HONE: ST.: L: NC 
.. LL 'uir ORý. AT_c T ýTZLZ. P. STZ .' ^ý::? ý:. ý:; ' "-- 
ASSIS 'Ali 'AUUrA= - ý=. S^_MMA-17Z 
Research Into The Lf_ectiveness of 
M=age e. nt Cvstees 
YOUR C2=: YICNS ARE CF C=': "CST _: ýO z.: z vC 
Would you please snare with us in 
To halo in =ollow: Lng-t re=! --es, woi:? d vot: Please 
t: l]. in the ir. or... at_or. ýe . cw : 
(1) ? esgor4ent' s m=e: 
(2) Job t=tle: 
(3) Orgaz: satior. -a-me 
=2 ... :. 
=- ^~_ý : ý^_ : rte-- =e =-==_'- ="--y:. =`-_ ::... -2 
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WOULD VrÜ 1T -, CL ti. ý. ý TATS Cam..:.. 'ýT , Iý. : ýý 
A FC; "7 ^_'O . ': 7 T-'''' OUrST: O`, '\'? Tx 
Please tick the space beside the aLp^priate alte_-:: ative. 
Unless Lzdicated, Wor_ than oro space may be ticked. 
With othez questions you will f_n d nbers. 
Please ring" the number which most iacLcatss your opinion. 
Where-space has been left, please write in your answe_s. 
Use additional sheets i° rea_uirad. 
8. DEFT T T? C, as (for the purpose of this cuesticwaire) 
Managern- ent AcEE-ant :: q Systems: the inta--nal acco tinq recorts which 
provide managers with the ac ca .' ti .g ir.. aro at on needed for use in 
planning and control. 
. The Effect_ve-ness of the Svste=: a measure fordeta_ i'ti g hcw sags-act=_y 
the system is is =rovici: g the s; ecf=c i: fozýatioa for which it is degicrcc 
" The Kanacer: the direct superior to whom you are reszansi!: e. 
Mnnacer's Decision wa-lcinza Style: swatecy by -wh' -I- the nmaacer 
operates to : eac. a decision or solve a problem. 
- The ana? vtj c style: who reduces a prcble= to a set o_ causal 
relaxions:: ips and t={ es to find a solution ry using ow=lae 
and models. 
- The hedr stic stv? e: who eaphasizes workable solutions to solve 
proble=s. He solve4 proble=s through his cc a seise and 
relies more heavily ca feet ack. 
In. o=ation : +tt: thutes: 
- Relevance: infos . ation is related t' the decision -In '-, and. 
- Adeceacv amount of detailed ýdozaat_en is suf ic_ert. 
- Re1ia iLity: con. _de? ce t the :: kor=st. =on. G_ediBi ity. 
- mderstandarilL-n, - to !: e understandz: ie the ± :: o. ati. cn tust `e 
(: tenet ='cr a:. ) presentad orc sed _r. =, in a s4-=Z e _ar: cuace, 
and the te_ inalcg. es used are :: ct 
tec. nical t. e s. 
- : 'i=eli. ^ess: in. fcr ation is available as and when =e^. i_ed. 
Useful : r. _`or^. at' 
i: fcr at: _n, if . t" is `_:. %z e se_"' , _:: c e 
relevant, adequate, reliable, =dersta. da: 1e, and ti-ely. 
640 
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(1) Do the principal assistants of the sanager 1c: o"d tos content of the 
internal accounting reports which he receives? 
The arircical assistants k-: ew the cort`nt of.. 
(If you tick, or c, please give tm percertage) 
a. All the reports 
b. Most of the reports (70%-99a) % 
c. Some of the reports (40%-c9%) 
d. Few of the reports (1% -39%) 
e. None at all 
If you '^*c (e) please proceed to question 'No. (10) if you DID :: OT, 
please continue. 
- Now do. the principal assistants }now the content of the reports? 
They receive a copy 
The manager disccssses the content with them 
Other; please specify 
(2) How do you feel about the attzrý. butes of the Inter. -_11 ac=unt .q reports 
which the r. 3nager receives? .9 
W :J 
t0 C' 
ao W ýo 
Use of the rectors in ý-'ann-4-IC7 
04 OW U1 
04 
_.. q a4 C6 04 = 04 
- Relevance 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Adecuac. 1 (amount of detail) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Timeliness 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Reliability (credibility) 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 
- Foi"at 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Usefulness (overall rat= : q) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 
- Other? 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 
Use of the -e: crts cc^. t: c1 
- Relevance 1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 
- Adequacy (aatci of detail) 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 
- Timeliness 1 2 3 4 
5 7 
- Re? iabil: ty (credil: 4 L' ty) 1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 
- Foz.,,, at 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 
- Usefulness (overall =a`_-g) - 2 3 4 
5 6 7 
- Other? 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 
(3) How _o you feel a--cut the ="....:.. - c- .- == --_--ý=- c' - - t. ` a_ =_ __ 
Too A2: CU-- T 
2 3 4 5 6 
Re_c- -s used c. cnzz--_ 
3 '+ 5 6 
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(4) How co you feel out the f_ repot ýs 
which the manager receives? 
: ccicrc-y of the internal accounting 
The frecuer_cv is aaa_onriate with resrcct to: 
(If you tick b, c, or 
.L 
please give t. -. e percentage) 
a. All the reports 
b. Most of the reports (70%-99%) 
c. Some of the reports (40%-109%) 
d. Few of the reports (1% -39%) 
e. None at all 
(5) Assuming that the manager cculd have the Internal accounting re: or s 
exactly as he would like them, had do you rate the reports as an '_a cater 
of their relative importance for planning and control? 
The relative 'ý_ or tz. ^. ce 
of the _e^crts 
- For planning $ 
- For control 
1CO 
(6) In your cpiricn, are the following attr_.: utes below ec-,: a11.. r i ortant 
when in=-oration is used: a. in planning? YES/No 
b. in control? Y'S/:: 0 
IF N0: Please rank these attributes in order of their iior-ta. ^ce, then 
give each a percentage so as to indicate its relative Lnportance in 
planning andLor. control, according to your answer a ave. 
_ 
IF h0 IF NO 
In ? lar. ung In COn:: cl 
The Infozz'zati cn Att_ýutes Relative Relative 
? ar_k r-cor-ar. --_ 7a _: ý-cc anc=_ 
Timeliness 1c t 
Relevance 
Adecuacy (a ct^t of detail) _tt Reliability (c: edi ility) } 
Underst. andz.: ili _I } 
100 %I 1^C % 
(7) Dees the mager : scss _s ___ 
assistants? ::. S /N 0 
: the ... __ '., `-S -: --w sat_sf_ed -_e "c. .t 
reaui=eýe1_s7 
r. r.:: r _- 
:. Gz.. 3- __ýý _" 
3456 r0ý L: 50 _: 7 Cam. ^. L=ý 
ý ". . 
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(8) Does the manager discuss the decisicns whic: Z :: a will cake w: t^. : '. rs 
principal assistants? 
The r.. anacer discusses: (If you tick b, c, or d, please give the pert: ntage) 
a. All the decisions 
b. Most of the decisions (70%-99%) 
c. 
_ 
Some of the decisions (4C%-69%) 
_% d. Few of the decisions (1% -39%) 
e. None at all 
(9) ? lease use the _cllcwing scales to indicate how you -eel a !: cut the internal 
aecountinq reports which the nanager receives. Judge the re; ores on eac:, 
of these scales in order by placing a ohs c. 'c-rar: ' (x) in t;: e a: _ ro_ r: ata space. 
I: PCP.. "SST ! 
- make each item a SZP RATZ and ::; D ' »WE r judgerent. 
- Note, the FAVOUMMIZ2 adjective is sprat: es an he left and sca. eti 'es 
onto gt. 
_, : icw do you feel about tie inta_nal accounting re: orts wrich t. ýe 
meager receives? 
a. use of t`: e recer_s in alanZi q 
cus `e s+j c:: tly neutral s" chtly C-a to ve--i 
0--e-ea ()()()() () () () Disardered 
Essential ()()()() () () () : tcn-essential 
3_ased ()()()() () C) () '_ased 
Lnco::: lete (){)()() () () () Ca=clete 
Relevant ()(}()() () O O I_='e'_event 
Si e ()()() () () () t) C--lex 
Inac-- ate ()()()() () () () AC c.: _ at e 
Cý-rant ()()()() () () () Cut-dated 
rlell-t!. =ed ())(){) () () () iii-}-1 ad 
Not required () () () (J () () . 
() 'Recr.. __ed 
Irade;. xate ()()()() () () () Adeczate 
b. IIse ol! "-e _ eccres n Mr. trc. 1 
ve^r cu 4 A. e s, _ . t.. v cu: -e v_-i 
Orderer ()()()() () () () ýisC='_e==_ 
Biased ()()()() () () ():::.: ^ ase 
Inter? Ete ()()()() () () ()ý:.: 'r-s =e 
Relevant ()()()() () () () ===°-='ý =' = 
Cý. _ea )()()() () () ().. t--. a___ 
`, ct . v_ý. ed .)()()() () () () 'ýý-____' 
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(10) ? lease _ndicats the dec-ee of your ac-eeTent wit's each of the . ollowl.. q 
statements. 
A. In any evaluation of t. ,. -. e effectiveness 
of an information systems: 3 
- The key factor is users' satisfaction 
with the i. for... aticn provided 
- It is necessary to datarnine whether 
the providers of the information have 
known the users' requi= erenes precisely 
- It is usefLL to know the views of 
assistant manage--s regarding the 
information which has already been 
provided to as agers 
B. Managers' decision- aki-q style (anal, , Itic/ heuristic) should be taken into account 
when reFOr`. s a_e designed 
C. An infoz aticn system can be =re 
effective cn11 it the resources allocated 
to r Hing it are increased 
0. The use of _cysholcgical tests to deter- 
mine r. =agars' decisicr. -makiAq st. -? Le is 
helpful in s: eci yirq the anount and 
mode of p resentat_er. crsfer_ed of the 
iniorration : -ez : ý. _ed 
z v7 a 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5. 6 7 




(Il) Dces ycur organisation -ev .1 ate the rý : ra; er^erst ac-=t--ng system to 
dated.: e its ef_ecýý" esst. ý. S/; r'0/:: C, i' : ; CW 
a. Hew dces it dc t`... s? Quest_orý. a: _ e c.. ted zrc:. g r3-acers 
Personal ýe=v . e"ýrs a r: =z. ase: s 
Manages' c^rr"la'_r. ~.. s a: cL: recces; 
o= `tee c::.. ert a. ýd _cr... at cý : ezor`s Rev__"w 
Ct: e_ ; cease s :e 
ý: ssa_: - 
3 4 5 
-. - 
3 4 







(12) From the practical and eccr. ar. ic c£ }zw fre^-: ently shculd `. e 
: aaaageTert acct , sý_t 
'--, a evaluated to determine its effectiveness? 
Under special-circumstances; `lease specify: 
When operations and activities charge 
Computerisation of the c: z_r-ent syrten, or parr of it, or use 
" of a new Jodei of cc=uter 
When another additional i. oration system is designed 
Other; please state 
Periodically; please specify: quarterly 
_ 
twice a year 
_ 
yearly 
other; please spec_f-y 
(13) In your career, have you ever partic'_; ated, by one way or another, _n the 
design and deve? a nt of an iniorsatica systems? YES/ti0 
(Z4) Have you ever studied accot: ntanc f? 




im this -or-amisation? 
in you: present jcb? 
YCZIR C^rtý^ : STS OLD 3E MtC:: ýý? Prc; '='ýD 
If yo:: would like to make any fir-*her cc eats, please use the space 
be'Cw 
and any additional sheets i. i: r ec i. r ed. 
ZOR YC 
ease _ ": ed -ues r_ .e 
at c" ear'_: es 
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APPENDIX (6.8) 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT - QUESTIONNAIRE 
D. panmcnt of , '. cc::: rrww: cy and 2 &-ness L. i: cw 
Head or Department: 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SGOTLANDý'. _i, EPKONE: STIItUNG 
ALL, i- " . y: _Ca ; r--. 3L S: aý^. ^.., ,. -,. -. _., ý.,, ý. _ ýýýIý ý. výli _rýr. 
1 
__. Irr 
1kA AGZ. NT A. 000U T . N'. ' - GGZS^TC: 1N? ýR 
Researca Into The Effec t? veness c: _ 
Management Accounting Sys-- 
YOUR CPICCNS ARIZ OF L"I': ". OST : M? CRTANCr 
Would you please share with us is this research project 
--------------------------------------------- 
To help in following- p repl_es, wculd you _'-ease -2.1 
in the inzoraat'-on be_cw: 
(1) Respondent's : lava : 
týt_a: (2) .: c5 ' 
_ 
(3ý Organisat_cn name 
.,, 1 e=se -:. Y '_ -. c --_. 
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ý"ý-c-"-, "". "ý"tiý -- CCtL'LD YOU PLEASE R. ='2'D TI* TS Sr.. _. _^_ _°"C'Pý CC: ýT_ - "' I` C THE 
A. :: G'1 To FILL Tel ý.: Z 
Please tick the space beside the ap_ regriate alternative. 
Unless indicated more than one space aal be ticked. 
With other questions you will find n=bers. Please ring the 
number whic. most indicates your opinion. 
. Where space has been left, please write in your arszer. 
Use additional sheets if required. 
B. DEF2: TITIC: iS (for the purpose of this questionnaire) 
Management Accou-tina Svsten : the internal accounting reports whic:. 
provide managers with the accounting in=c=-... at: on needed for use in 
planning and control. 
" The Effectiveness of the Svste. 'n: a measure 
for dete^i hing : now 
satisfactory the system is in providing the specific i. for=aticn 
for which it is desic*ned. 
" Ma aacer: an executive at middle management 
level who is .: voi-ved 
extensively in tactical plarning and management control and who makes 
operating and administrative decisions as part of his _espersibiLit_es. 
Manager's Decision : ". ak'_na Style: the strategy by which the m anager 
operates to*"reacýn a decision Or solve a problem. 
- The analytic style: who reduces a problem to a set of causa 
relationships and tries to find a solution by using for-%u-':. e and --Zeials. 
- The heuristic style: who emphasizes workable solutions to solare 
prcblems. He solves problems through his cc=on sense and relies 
more heavily on feedback. 
. The Ir. =o=at-c^ Att=-, 
ilLtes" 
- Relevance: infor=ation is -related to the 
decision in &. z. 
- AdeTSacv: amount of detailed in_or=at'_on 
is su_°`_ciert. 
- Rel i :v: confidence in the infozn. -ati on. 
Credo ili :y. 
- Q^ders Landab ?i týý : to be understandable --'-. e _;. -_for_-at_4cn must 
be 
(Report Format) presented in organised fora, in a s4-.? le lar. g:: a=e, 
and the to^: 'oicc'_=s _, sed are -: ct 
:a ==----_ 
technical te^s. 
_ Ti e1iness : information is avail ab'_e as and when : e=i_=d. 
L'se_ : n- Fc ation, -_ it _s to oe :: se. "' , s. -culd 
'--e 
relevant, aca : =e, 
64 7 
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(2) Do you fees that the amount of detailed i nfor^. atcr. as s=ec-4f'_ ed ex_cti1' by managers represents their actual =equi_cments'ý 
The ro=t of detailed indor ýti on as soecj == ed? by *ja-aers i s: 
Less than About 2-o Much 
" their actual to their more than 
requirements actual their actual 
require=ants requirements 
- For planning 12 345 67 
- For control 12 345 6 7 
(2) Do you feel that the frequency of the internal accoti^itinq re; or+ts is what 
it should be? 
The frequency is what it should be o=: 
(If you tick t, c, or d, please give the percentage) 
a. All the retorts 
b. Most of the reports (70%-99%) 3 
c. Some of the retorts (40%-69%) I 
d. 
_ 
Few of the reports (1% -39%) I 
e. None at all 
(3) In your organisation, managers (users of the information)-may ask- for 
level 
a si `.. 
of each re_ orr d_:. ers_cn wer. tiored below. To what extant is ycu 
feel that the specific level, as required by --grace=s, of each -7a s: zn 
is reasonable? 
The level rec: _red by nanacers of the 
cla. nn? na dimensions o the =acorns used in 
- Level of : fie iacilit! (c-ad i=ity) 




- All d_-ensions (overai_ _at:; c) 
- eth er? - 
The '_eve. _ e-, __e= '--y =anacezz 
- Lave- c= =d=--=- 
- ace^"_c- =-ý = == ====--ý 






1 2 3 4 3 6 7 
Z 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i 2 3 -; ö 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 i 
t1 4 ro 
r 9 - 
3 55 7 
'_ 2 r 4 5_ 7 
"3 4 _ý - 
12 _ 4 5 
1.2 3 4 56 
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(, } To what degree co managers explain . hei= evolvi;. q inforziation_, l 
requireaents to accountants? 
Recrardin-a the i-: _orration recu'_red: 
Not at Substan- 
all Somewhat tial 
- For planning 123456 7- 
- For control 1234567 
(5) Do accountants participate with managers in deter :. aing their accounting 
infoz: zational : ecruire=ents? `: ES/%Ilo 
IF N0: Why not? Managers do not ask for accountants' c-o-c_ erat_cn 
it is the responsibility of another specialist` 
please specify: 
Other; please stats 
(6) To what extent do you feel that you know zagers' decision-^. ic_rg sty'_e 
(analytic/%I cur_st_c) ? 
Not at 
all Somewhat Very well 
123 4" 567 
(7) Ecw often co accountants co-c_ erate with. managers in the : Lnta-=retat4 c. -. a, 
the accounting infor. atioa which they receive? 
Neve= Seldom Occasiona? ly r. e^_E. ^ __v 
(8) To what extent do you feel that accountants' = anace=s is 
necessary in the Interpretation of- --. '-. e 
inter:: all accc: L. t-. g re: crts? 
Not at 
al. Somewthat necessary 
123455 
--e, -... =.. c: _e... _-. '..... . 9} ow c.. csea ..., ycu Zee= _.. ac t-e ra:: acers' -" 
at Sowewraz Ver 




(10) You, as provider of the infor: ation, may have d" ffe_ et frcm 
regarding the information which should be _roviwad. 
? lea_e use the 
following scales to indicate how you feel about the info:. -^aticn as scýcifýeý 
exactl1 , by nanaaers in its relation to the decisions which they made. Juc 3 
the information specified on each of these scales in order by placing a 
check mark (x) in the appropriate space. 
IMPORTANT 
- Make each item a S! PARATE and T_: IDEPENDEITT judgement. 
- Note, the FAVCCP. A3LF. adjective is sometimes on the left and sometimes 
on the right. 
NOW, how do you feel about the information as specified exactly by 
managers in its relation to the decisions they make? 
a. Inforiation scecified by ranacers for use in clanninc 
very quite slichtly neutral slightly quite very 
Ordered ()()() (") ()()() Disorr: ared 
Essential () () ()() () () () Non-assent: aI 
Biased ()()()()()()() Unbiased 
Incomplete OOOOOOO Ccm_ Leta 
Relevant ()()()()()()() Irre1. evar, 
Simple ()()()()()()() Complex 
Inaccurate ()()()()()()() Acct:.: ate 
Current ()()()()()()() Out-dated 
Well-timed ()() ()()() ()() I11-t. i ed 
Not required ()() ()()() ()() Required 
Inadequate ()() ()()() ()() Adequate 
b. Info=ation specified by manacers for use in control 
vet cui=e slightly neutral s1_cht_v quite very 
Ordered ()() ()()() ()() Disordered 
Essential ()() ()()() ()() Non-'. t: 1 
Biased ()() ()()() ()() Unbiased . 
Incox fete ()() ()()() ()() Complete 
Relevant ()() ()O()()(. ) I-rrelevanz. 
Simple ()() ()()()()() Complex 
Inaccurate ()() ()()()()() Accurate 
Current ()() ()()()()() Cut-dated 
Well-t?.:, ed ()() ()()()()() Iil-t=' 
Not recui_ ec ()() (). ()()()() ýe ý'_. 
Inadequate ()() ()()()()() Adeq-.: a_e 
(11) _e-z. -- _. .=__: <ac =. .. ae _: e a that :. racers cc, -, Id ý' 
as ý. e., -, c:. __ "CU =a== = =° -ý". ý--_ ._': 
ý. ý==_c_ ýý 
the=- =el a--": e _ c. =_.. ce =c_ ... c.. a; e=s _.. 
-_--- 
-e_ --s the 




(12) In your opinion, are the in--: ornation 
when information is used: a. in 
b. in 
IF NO: Please zank 'these attributes 
than give each a percentage so as to 
in planning -and/or -control according 
attributes below 
planning? YESý't; O 
control? YES/NO 
in order of their importance, 
indicate its relative importance 
to your answer above. 
IP NO IF NO 
In Planning In Control 
The Information Attributes 
Relative Relative 
Rank iTrortance Rar: i^cortance 
Timeliness 3t 
Relevance $ 'S 
Adequacy (amount of detail) $ý 
Reliability (cradibility) $ 
Understandability $$ 
100 ? C0 % 
(13) Please indicate the devree of your ayree*nent with each of the following 
statements: 
A. In any evaluation of the effectivness 
of an inforatior_ system: 
- The key factor is users' satisfaction 
with the information provided 
- It is necessary to determine whether 
the providers of the information have 
known the users' recui_erients precisely 
It is useful to know the views of 
assistant managors, as principal 
subordinates, regarding the information 




$ r c+ 




8. uarage=s* decisicn-Tra. king style (analytic/ 
heuristic) should to taken rto acccurt 
when reports are designed 1 
C. An inf: r aeon system can ý: e more 
effect_ve only he resources a.: _--ca ed 
to runnirc are increased 
D. The use c= syc.. o! cc-ca . tasty to -e: e_- 












and »cde oý 
crese. ^. tacicr. :f : `: e 
i:. o^laý_cr. ýeý__roý 12345i 
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(1 ) Dces your o_ gan_: -lion evaluate th-e ' management account. ng system -o 
date ne its e`fecti": eaess? Yr'S/r: 0 
IF YES : 
a. How does it do this? 
_ 
Questicnnaire circalate-I a cng mar_a_e_s 
Personal iztar, ieý: " with manaco_s 
Managers' ccmo1 .. i is al: cu*_ re'--=s 
Review of the conta .t -Lnd of reports 
Other; please State 
b. How satisfied are you with the method (s) USZD 'thich you T'=--` 
Dissa: is- Satis- "_1 
fied fled Sat-, C,;, ` 
- Questionnaire ciroslated 1 2 3 4" 5 6 7 
- Personal interviews 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Managers' cc pl aizts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Review of the reports 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7 
- Other 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(15) From the cractical and eccrotaic of view, how _- 
c4nt account . rg Zyste be avalsated to determine 
its effectiveness? 
Under'sneci4 circumstances; please specify. 
Whin orations and ac__vi tins c::; =. g 
Co.: routerisation of the current syste1, or par= of it, or the -.. se 
of a new model of ce pLter 
When another additional system is designed 
Other; please state 
Periodically; ; lease s_ ecify: c1: -ýe_-1 
twice a year 
yearly 
ohe=; please s_eci y 
Yes No 
(15) Have ycu ever stied . !e av_cora_ ýcc _-. _-_' 
(17) Ecw '_., r.; have y cu teert w: _:: _. _ 
652 
-! rc :: -'?::: '. 
? lease _ec, --. the ,,.,... . zed "es_a a: ' _. _ : ý---=-Z c_- - .. c_. 
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APPENDIX (6.9) 
Modifying The Semantic Differential - The First Questionnaire 
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Cover Letter 
Department of Aeco. utmrcp mid Bujb sw Law 
Head of Department: Professor JMS Risk 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND I TELEPHONE: STIRLING (0786) 3171 
Dear Sir, 
As a user of information provided by your management information 
systems, we vovld appreciate your help and assistance by 
completion of the enclosed questionnaire. 
Your co-operation in this investigation vill be invaluable in a 
research into the effectiveness of management information systems 
being conducted at this University by Mr. M. M. Abdel-Meguid, a 
Ph. D. student. 
As a matter of interest, your name was extracted from the ICMA 
list of members by Mr. Abdel-Meguid because of your obvious 
involvement in managementinformation systems. 
The attached questionnaire aims to define precisely the adjectives 
and their opposites of the different dimensions of each information 
attribute. This procedure represents an essential step of a 
technique which will be applied in a part of the research. This 
technique is called "semantic differential" which may be used 
to measure the meaning of a concept, e. g. "useful information", 
and the attitudes of individuals towards an object such as 
"IDdnagement information systems". 
_anking you in anticipation hr your time and effort, 
Yours faithtul. 1y, 
J. M. S. Risk 
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Cover Letter 
Dgkwtme a of Accou tº and aus Law 
Head of Department Profesaw J 1I S Rini 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STTRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND TELEPHONE: STIRLING (o186) jt7t 
Dear Sir, 
As an individual involved in the preparation of management 
iaormstion, and provision to managers of their informational 
requirements, we would appreciate Sour help and assistance by 
completion of the enclosed questiotm*ire. 
Your co-operation in this investigation v ill be invaluable in a 
research into the effectiveness of management information systems 
being conducted at this University, by Mr. M. M. Abdel-Meguid, a 
Ph. D. student. 
As a matter of interest, your name was extracted from the IC(A list 
of members by Mr. Abdel-Megaid because of your obvious involvement 
in management information systems. 
The attached questionnaire aims to define precisely the adjectives 
and their opposites of the different dimensions of each information 
attribute.. This procedure represents an essential step of a 
technique which will be applied in a part of the research. This 
technique is called "semantic differential" which may be used to 
measure the meaaing of a concept, e. g. "Useful information", and the 
attitudes of individuals towards an object such as 'las nagement 
information systems". 
Thanking you in anticipation for your time and effort. 
Yours faithfully., 
J. M. S. Risk 
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The Purpose of this part of the Research 
The purpose of management information systems is to provide managers 
with useful information to help them make rational decisions to achieve 
the goals of a business organisation. The information provided by such 
systems should contain the following five attributes if it is to be 
useful. 
1. Relevancy: information is relevant if it is associated with the 
action it is designed to facilitate or the result 
desired to be produced. 
2. Reliability: for managers to have confidence in information it 
must be reliable. 
3. Sufficiency: for information to be sufficient, an adequate 
quantity of it must be available relevant to the 
purpose. 
4. Understandability: the manager is unable to comprehend the 
message or messages being communicated, if 
information is not understandable. 
5. Timeliness: for information to be useful, it must be available 
on a timely basis. 
The adjectives and their opposites of the different dimensions of 
each information attribute mentioned above is an essential part of the 
technique which will be applied as part of my empirical study. This 
technique, which is called "Semantic Differential", may be used to 
measure the meaning of a concept, e. g., "Useful information", and the 
attitudes of individuals towards an object such as "management 
information systems". 
The main purpose of the attached questionnaire 
is to define 
precisely the adjectives and their opposites of the 
different dimensions 
of each information attribute. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
The attached questionnaire includes the five attributes of the 
information, i. e., relevancy, reliability, sufficiency, understandability, 
and timeliness. Each attribute is presented in a separate table. 
Each table includes the adjectives which are supposed to represent 
the different dimensions of the information attribute. 
(1) Please examine each table separately. If you think that there 
is an adjective (or adjectives) which does not represent a 
dimension of the information attribute, please mark it with an 
11 X". For example, if you do not agree that the adjective 
"Favourable" represents a dimension of the information attribute 
"Relevancy", please mark it : Fav l e. 
(2) If you think that there are other different adjectives to be added 
in each table, and they represent other different dimensions of 
the information attribute, please add them. The adjectives which 
you may add should not be synonymous with the unmarked adjectives 
in the same table. 
(3) Finally, please write down in the opposites' section in each table 
the familiar and common opposites of the unmarked adjectives only. 
If possible, write more than one opposite of each unmarked adjective. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR EFFORT AND TIME 
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please complete all the instructions for one table before going on 
to the next table. Once more, the instructions are as follows: 
(1) Mark "X" the adjectives which do not represent a dimension of 
the information attribute; 
(2) Add other different adjectives (they should not be synonymous 
with the others); 
(3) Write down the familiar and common. opposites of the unmarked 
adjective (if possible more than one opposite of each unmarked adjective). 
THE TABLES 
The information provided to managers, if it is to be useful, 
should be: 
RELEVANT (Related to the decision at hand. You cannot make the decision 
without it) 
The Adjectives The familiar and common opposites 
1. Essential 1. 
2. Relevant 2. 




RELIABLE (Credible. You have confidence in it) 
6. 
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The information provided to managers, if it is to be useful, should be: 
SUFFICIENT (The quantity of the information provided is enough for making 
the decision) 
The Adjectives The familiar and common opposites 
1. Complete 1. 





UNDERSTANDABLE (The information presented is in organised form, in a 
simple language, and the terminologies used are familiar) 
The Adjectives The familiar and common opposites 
1. Orderly 1. 
2. Familiar 2. 




TIMELY (The information is available on a timely basis) 
The Adjectives The familiar and common opposites 
1. Current 1. 





THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 
Please return the Questionnaire only. 
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APPENDIX (6.10) 
Modifying The Semantic Differential - The Second Questionnaire 
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Cover Letter 
D. pmre i . nt of Acemmmocy and B_ Law 
Head of Dep ut Profuaar IMS Risk 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING S11RLING F1 9 4LA SCOTLAND I TELEPHONE: STIRLING (o7S6) 3tli 
Dear Sir, 
As d user of intosiation provided by your management information 
system$ vs would appreciate your help and assistance by 
completion of the enclosed questionnaire. 
Yo= co-operation in this investigation viii be invaluable in a 
research into the effectiveness of mansgem "t information systems 
being conducted at this Univarsity by Mr. M. M. Abdel-Meguid, -a 
Ph. D. student. 
As a matter of interest, your name vas extracted from the ICMA. 
list of members by Mr. Abdel-Meguid because of your obvious 
involvement in management information systems. 
The- attached questionnaire aims to define precisely the adjectives 
and their opposites of the different dimensions of each information 
attribute. This procedure represents an essential step of a 
technique which xill be applied in a part of the research. This 
technique-is called "semantic differential" which mar be used 
to measure the meaniag of a concept, e. g. "useful information", 
and the attitudes of individuals torrid, an object such as 
"management information systems". 
ýaaýiag yom is anticipatioa tr your time and effort, 
Yours faith UT, 
J. M. 3. Risk 
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Cover Letter 
Dopw, we of A, oW ausimea Law 
Head ofDepwtmexe Prvfmor jWS Risk 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND TELEPHONE: STIRLING (oTI6) 3171 
Dear Sir, 
As an individual in 1ved is the pnm7arstion of mansgement 
information, and, provision, to managen of their informational 
requirements, we wvuid appreciateycur help and assistance by 
castpletioa of the enclosed c estionnaire. 
rout co-operätioa in this investigation will be invaluable in a 
research into the ettecti7eness of manage ent information systems 
being conducted at this Unicity, by Mr. M. M. Abdel-Megnid, a 
Ph. D. student. 
As & matter of interest, your name as extracted prom the IMM list 
of members by Mr. Abdel-Meguid because of hoar obvious iavollement 
in management information systems. 
The attached questionnaire aims to define precisely the adjectives 
and their. opposites of the different dimensions of each information, 
attribute.. This procedure- represents an essential step of a 
technique which will be applied in a part of the research. This 
technique is called "semantic differential" which may be used to 
measure the meaaing of a concept, e. g.. "Useful information, ", and the 
attitudea of individusLs towards an object such as '! a nsgement 
information systems". 
7ý you is anticipation for your timse and effort. 
To rs taithft11 , 
J. M. S. Risk 
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The Purpose of this part of the Research 
The purpose of management information systems is to provide managers 
with useful information to help them make rational decisions to achieve 
the goals of a business organisation. The information provided by such 
systems should contain the following five attributes if it is to be 
useful. 
1. Relevancy: information is relevant if it is associated with the 
action it is designed to facilitate or the result 
desired to be produced. 
2. Reliability: for managers to have confidence in information it 
must be reliable. 
3. Sufficiency: for information to be sufficient, an adequate 
quantity of it must be available relevant to the 
purpose. 
4. Understandability: the manager is unable to comprehend the 
message or messages being communicated, if 
information is not understandable. 
5. Timeliness: for information to be useful, it must be available 
on a timely basis. 
The adjectives and their opposites of the different dimensions of 
each information attribute mentioned above is an essential part of the 
technique which will be applied as part of my empirical study. This 
technique, which is called "Semantic Differential", may be used to 
measure the meaning of a concept, e. g., "Useful information", and the 
attitudes of individuals towards an object such as "management 
information systems". 
The main purpose of the attached questionnaire 
is to define 
precisely the adjectives and their opposites of the 
different dimensions 
of each information attribute. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
The attached questionnaire includes the five attributes of the 
information, i. e., relevancy, reliability, sufficiency, understandability, 
and timeliness. Each attribute is presented in a separate table. 
Each table includes thirteen words. Only a few of these words are 
closely related to the information attribute, in the sense that they, 
directly or indirectly, represent the different dimensions of the 
information attribute. The other words in the same table are completely 
unrelated to the attribute. 
(1) In each table, please circle the word or words that you think are 
closely related to the information attribute, i. e. they, directly 
or indirectly, represent the different dimensions of the attribute. 
(2) Please write down in the 'opposites' section in each table, the 
familiar and common opposites of the circled words only. if 
possible, write more than one opposite of each circled word. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR EFFORT AND TIME 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE 665 
The information provided to managers, if it is to be useful, should be: 
RELEVANT (Related to the decision at hand. You cannot make the decision 
without it) 
The Words The familiar and common opposites 
1. Confirmed 1. 
2. Well-timed 2. 
3. Essential 3. 
4. Accurate 4. 
5. Simple 5. 
6. Familiar 6. 
7. Orderly 7. 
8. Complete B. 
9. Current 9. 
10. Enough 10. 
11. Required 11. 
12. Relevant 12. 
13. Unbiased 13- 
RELIABLE (Credible. You have confidence in it) 
The Words The familiar and common opposites 
1. Simple 1. 
2. Confirmed 2. 
3. Familiar 3. 
4. Required 4. 
5. Accurate 5. 
6. Current 6. 
7. Relevant 7. 
8. Orderly 8. 
9. Unbiased 9. 
10. Essential 10. 
11. Enough 11. 
12. Well-timed 12. 
13. Complete 13. 
(Please turn the page) 
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The information provided to managers, if it is to be useful, should be: 
SUFFICIENT (The quantity of the information provided is enough for 
making the decision) 
The Words The familiar and common opposites 
1. Orderly 1. 
2. Simple 2. 
3. Complete 3. 
4. Unbiased 4. 
5. Required 5. 
6. Essential 6. 
7. Familiar 7. 
8. Enough 8. 
9. Well-timed 9. 
10. Confirmed 10. 
11. Current 11. 
12. Accurate 12. 
13. Relevant 13. 
UNDERSTANDABLE (The information presented is in organised form, in a 
simple language, and the terminologies used are familiar) 
The Words The familiar and common opposites 
1. Enough 1. 
2. Simple 2. 
3. Well-timed 3. 
4. Orderly 4. 
5. Accurate 5. 
6. Confirmed 6. 
7. Current 7. 
8. Required 8. 
9. Essential 9. 
10. Familiar 10. 
11. Unbiased 11. 
12. Complete 12. 
13. Relevant 13. 
(Please turn the page) 
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The information provided to managers, if it is to be useful, should be: 
TI_ (The information is available on a timely basis) 
The Words The familiar and common opposites 
1. Complete 1. 
2. Relevant 2. 
3. Well-timed 3. 
4. Unbiased 4. 
5. Accurate 5. 
6. Simple 6. 
7. Familiar 7. 
8. Essential 8. 
9. Confirmed 9. 
10. Current 10. 
11. Enough 11. 
12. Orderly 12. 
13. Required 13. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 
Please return the Questionnaire only. 
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APPENDIX (6.11) 
Coding Frame - Manager's Questionnaire 
(1) 
4; Data Element Column & Card 
`) Number Missing 4 Var 
Name Code Values Oz No. Column Card 
A* 001 Questionnaire Number - Card 001- 
0 67/1 1-4 (1) 9 




Head of M. A. Dept. 4 
C* 003 Organisation Number 1-31 6-7 (1) 0 
D* 004 Organisation Size: 1-3 8 (1) 9 
Under 5,000 1 
5,000, less than 10,000 2 
10,000 and more 3 
E* 005 Mailing: 1/2 9 (1) 9 
First Mailing 1 
Second Mailing 2 
F* 006 Like a Copy of The Findings 
(Yes/No) 2/1 10 (1) 9 
Gt 007 Comments: 1-4 11 (1) 9 
No Comments 1 
Comments About The System 2 
Comments About The Answers 3 
Comments About The System 
And Answers 4 
(20 008 The Key Factor Is User 1-7 12 (1) 9 
009 The Provider of Information 1-7 13 (1) 9 
010 The Principal Subordinates 1-7 14 (1) 9 
011 Decision-Making Style 1-7 15 (1) 9 
* Added to each case (questionnaire) 
+ Thom tact nage on the questionnaire (open-ended question) 
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(2) 




Name 042 No. 
(20) 012 The Resources Allocated 
013 Psychological Tests 
(22) 014 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special Only 
(Yes/No) 
015 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Periodically 
016 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special and 
Periodically 
017 Periodically (Suggested 
Evaluation): 
Quarterly 
Twice a year 
Yearly 
Other 
(21) 018 Does Your Organisation Evalu 
The System? (Yes/No/DN) 
019 Method Used in Evaluation: 
1. Questionnaire 
2. Interviews 
3. Manager's Complaints 
4. Review 
5. Other 
020 Questionnaire (Yes/No) 
021 Interviews 
022 Managers' Complaints 
Column & Card 
Number Missing Code Values 
Column Card 
1-7 16 (1) 9 
1-7 17 (1) 9 
2/1 1 18 1 (1) 
2/1 1 19 1 (1) 
2/1 1 20 1 (1) 





2/1/81 22 1 (1) 












2/1 25 (1) 9 
2/1 26 (1) 9 
2/1 27 (1) 9 
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(3) 
Data Element Column & Card Mi i ng ss 
Code Num ber V l a Var a ues 
oil No. 
Name Column Card 
(21) 023 Reviews 2/1 28 (1) 9 
024 Other 2/1 29 (1) 9 
025 Satisfaction With Questionnair 1-7 30 (1) 9 
026 Satisfaction With Interviews 1-7 31 (1) 9 
027 Satisfaction With Complaints 1-7 32 (1) 9 
028 Satisfaction With Review 1-7 33 (1) 9 
029 Satisfaction With Other 1-7 34 (1) 9 
H* 030 The Organisation Actually 
Evaluates (Yes/No) 2/1 35 (1) 9 
(17ý 031 Essential - SD Planning 1-7 36 (1) 9 
032 Relevant - SD Planning 1-7 37 (1) 9 
033 Required - SD Planning 1-7 38 (1) 9 
034 Unbiased - SD Planning 1-7 39 (1) 9 
035 Accurate - SD Planning 1-7 40 (1) 9 
036 Complete - SD Planning 1-7 41 (1) 9 
037 Adequate - SD Planning 1-7 42 (1) 9 
038 Ordered - SD Planning 1-7 43 (1) 9 
039 Simple - SD Planning 1-7 44 (1) 9 
* Extracted from the questionnaire of Head of Management Accounting 
Department 
t SD = Semantic Differential 
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(4) 
4; Data Element 
U) 
Var 
0 Name 04 Z No. 
(17) 040 Current - SD Planning 
041 Well-timed - SD Planning 
042 Essential - SD Control 
043 Relevant - SD Control 
044 Required - SD Control 
045 Unbiased - SD Control 
046 Accurate - SD Control 
047 Complete - SD Control 
048 Adequate - SD Control 
049 Ordered - SD Control 
050 Simple - SD Control 
051 Current - SD Control 
052 Well-timed - SD Control 
Code 
Column & Card 
Number Missing l 
Column Card 
Va ues 
1-7 45 (1) 9 
1-7 46 (1) 9 
1-7 47 (1) 9 
1-7 48 (1) 9 
1-7 49 (1) 9 
1-7 50 (1) 9 
1-7 51 (1) 9 
1-7 52 (1) 9 
1-7 53 (1) 9 
1-7 54 (1) 9 
1-7 55 (1) 9 
1-7 56 (1) 9 
1-7 57 (1) 9 
(18) 053 Reports Importance - Planning 
Points 01-. 99 58-60 (1) 
054 (Reports Importance - Control 
Points 
(19) 055 Attributes Importance in 
Planning (Yes/No) 
056 Attributes Importance in 
Control (Yes/No) 




64 (1) 9 
2/1 65 (1) 9 
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(5) 
4; Data Element 
U) 
v Var äz 
No , 
Name 
(19) 057 Timeliness Rank - Planning 
Column & Card 
Number Missing Code Values 
Column Card 
1-5 66 (1) 9 
058 Relevance Rank - Planning 1-5 67 (1) 9 
059 Adequacy Rank - Planning 1-5 68 (1) 9 
060 Reliability Rank - Planning 1-5 69 (1) 9 
061 Understandability Rank 
Planning 1-5 70 (1) 9 
062 Timeliness Rank - Control 1-5 5 (2) 9 
063 Relevance Rank - Control 1-5 6 (2) 9 
064 Adequacy Rank - Control 1-5 7 (2) 9 
065 Reliability Rank - Control 1-5 8 (2) 9 
066 Understandability Rank - Control 1-5 9 (2) 9 
067 Timeliness Points - Planning . 01-. 9 10-12 
(2) 9 
068 Relevance Points - Planning . 01-. 9 13-15 
(2) 9 
069 Adequacy Points - Planning . 01-. 9 16-18 
(2) 9 
070 Reliability Points - Planning . 01-. 9 
19-21 (2) 9 
071 Understandability Points - 
Planning . 01-. 9 
22-24 (2) 9 
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(6) 
' Data Element Column & Card 
U) 







(19) 072 Timeliness Points - Control 01-. 96 25-27 (2) 9 
073 Relevance Points - Control 01-. 96 28-30 (2) 9 
074 Adequacy Points - Control 01-. 96 31-33 (2) 9 
075 Reliability Points - Control 01-. 96 34-36 (2) 9 
076 Understandability Points - 
Control 01-. 96 37-39 (2) 9 
(27) 077 Time In Organisation 0.08- t 
45.00 40-44 (2) 99 
078 Time In Job 0.08- 
45.00 45-49 (2) 99 
079 Time In Organisation: 1-7 50 (2) 9 
Under 1 year 1 
1-5 2 
Over 5- 10 3 
Over 10 - 15 4 
Over 15 - 20 5 
Over 20 - 25 6 
Over 25 7 
080 Time In Job: 1-7 51 (2) 9 
Under 1 year 1 
1-5 2 
Over 5- 10 3 
Over 10 - 15 4 
Over 15 - 20 5 
Over 20 - 25 6 
Over 25 7 
(2) 081 Amount of Detail - Planning 1-7 
52 (2) 9 
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(7) 
Data Element Column & Card 
Missing U) 
a) a Code 
Num ber l Var Va ues Nie 
aZ No. Column Card 
(2) 082 Amount of Detail - Control 1-7 53 (2) 9 






084 Percentage of Most (Frequency) 70-99 55-56 (2) 9 
085 Percentage of Some (Frequency) 40-69 57-58 (2) 9 
086 Percentage of Few (Frequency) 1-39 59-60 (2) 9 
(8) 087 Satisfaction With Relevance - 
Planning 1-7 61 (2) 9 
088 Satisfaction With Adequacy - 
Planning 1-7 62 (2) 9 
089 Satisfaction With Timeliness - 
Planning 1-7 63 (2) 
9 
090 Satisfaction With Reliability - 
Planning 1-7 64 
(2) 9 
091 Satisfaction With Format - 
Planning 1-7 
65 (2) 9 
092 Satisfaction With Usefulness - 
Planning 
1-7 66 (2) 9 





4.; Data Element Column & Card 
N 
Var Code Number 
Missing 
Oiz No Name 
Values 
. Column Card 
(8) 094 Satisfaction With Relevance - 
Control 1-7 68 (2) 9 
095 Satisfaction With Adequacy - 
Control 1-7 69 (2) 9 
096 Satisfaction With Timeliness - 
Control 1-7 70 (2) 9 
097 Satisfaction With Reliability - 
Control 1-7 5 (3) 9 
098 Satisfaction With Format - 
Control 1-7 6 (3) 9 
099 Satisfaction With Usefulness - 
Control 1-7 7 (3) 9 
100 Satisfaction With Other - 
Control 1-7 8 (3) 9 
(23) 101 Past Experience in System 
Design (Yes/No) 2/1 9 (3) 9 
(24) 102 Studied Accountancy (Yes/No) 2/1 10 (3) 9 
1* 103 The System Is Actually 
Periodically Evaluated (Yes/No) 2/1 11 (3) 9 
J* 104 The Organisation Uses Methods 
For Making Sure The System 
Meets The Managers' Needs 2/1 12 (3) 9 




4; Data Element Column & Card 
U) Number Missing 
00 Var Name Code Values Oz No" Column Card 
(9) 105 Ask for Accountants' Interpre- 





(10) 106 Closeness of Interpretation 1-7 
(11) 107 Necessity of Accountants' 
Interpretation 1-7 
(12) 108 Accountants' Understanding of 
Needs - Planning 1-7 
109 Accountants' Understanding of 
Needs - Control 1-7 
(13) 110 Accountants' Co-operation in 
Determining Needs 2/1 
111 Reason for Lack of Co-opeation: 1-3 
Managers Do Not Ask 1 
Responsibility of Another 2 
Other 3 
14 (3) 9 
15 (3) 9 
16 (3) 9 
17 (3) 9 
18 (3) 
19 (3) 
26 112 Accountants Know The Style 1-7 20 (3) 
(1) 113 Accounting Function - Points 0-99 21-22 (3) 
114 Own Function - Points 0-99 23-24 
(3) 
lip - points 0-99 25-26 
(3) 
J. -L7 %i1-11C1 t uA«. L. i'a+ 
(3) 116 Number of Reports Received 











Data Element Column & Card 
N Number Missing " Var 
Name Code Values 0' Z No. Column Card 
(3) 117 Number of Reports Received 
Monthly 1-18 29-30 (3) 99 
118 Number of Reports Received 
Quarterly 1-1 31-32 (3) 99 
119 Number of Reports Received 
Bi-Annually 1-1 33-34 (3) 99 
120 Number of Reports Received 
Annually 1-1 35-36 (3) 99 
121 Number of Reports Received 
Other 0-1 37-38 (3) 99 
122 Managers Receive Reports 
Weekly (Yes/No) 2/1 39 (3) 9 
123 Managers Receive Reports 
Monthly 2/1 40 (3) 9 
124 Managers Receive Reports 
Quarterly 2/1 41 (3) 9 
125 Managers Receive Reports 
Bi-Annually 2/1 42 (3) 9 
126 Managers Receive Reports 
Annually 2/1 43 (3) 9 
127 Managers Receive Reports other 2/1 44 (3) 9 
(4) 128 Information Overload (Yes/No) 2/1 45 (3) 9 
129 Overload - Weekly (Yes/No) 
2/1 46 (3) 9 
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(11) 
4; Data Element Column & Card 
`) 
" Var Code Number 
Missing 
N Values 01Z No. ame Column Card 
(4) 130 Overload - Monthly 2/1 47 (3) 9 
131 Overload - Quarterly 2/1 48 (3) 9 
132 Overload - Bi-Annually 2/1 49 (3) 9 
133 Overload - Annually 2/1 50 (3) 9 
134 Overload - Other 2/1 51 (3) 9 
(6) 135 Conducting An Expanded Search 





136 Conducting An Expanded Search 





(7) 137 Use All The Information 
Contained (Yes/No) 2/1 54 (3) 9 
138 Reasons of Non-Use of The 
Information 6-62 55-56 (3) 9 
1. Irrelevant 2 
2. Reliability 4 
3. Amount of Detail 8 
4. Presentation 16 
5. Out-dated 32 
139 Unused Information - 
Irrelevant (Yes/No) 2/1 57 (3) 9 
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(12) 
' Data Element Column & Card 
Number Missing ý Var Name 
Code Values 
O2 No. Column Card 
(7) 140 Unused Information - Reliabilit 2/1 58 (3) 9 
141 Unused Information - Detail 2/1 59 (3) 9 
142 Unused Information - Organisa- 
tion 2/1 60 (3) 9 
143 Unused Information - Outdated 2/1 61 (3) 9 
144 Unused Information - Other 2/1 62 (3) 9 
145 Unused Information - Number of 
Reasons Mentioned 1-5 63 (3) 9 






147 Percentage of Most (Consulted) 70-99 65-66 (3) 9 
148 Percentage of Some (Consulted) 40-69 67-68 (3) 9 
149 Percentage of Few (Consulted) 1-39 69-70 (3) 9 








of Most (Know) 
1 70-991 6-7 1 (4) 19 
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(13) 
" Data Element Column & Card 
En Num ber Missing Var Code 
Name Values OZ No. Column Card 
(15) 152 Percentage of Some (Know) 40-69 8-9 (4) 9 
153 Percentage of Few (Know) 1-39 10-11 (4) 9 
154 Subordinates Know The Content - 
How? 6-14 12-13 (4) 9 
1. Receive a Copy 
2. Discuss The Content 
3. Other 
155 Subordinates Know - Receive a 
Copy (Yes/No) 2/1 14 (4) 9 
156 Subordinates Know - Discuss the 
Content 2/1 15 (4) 9 
157 Subordinates Know - Others 2/1 16 (4) 9 






159 Percentage of Most (Discuss) 70-9 18-19 (4) 9 
160 Percentage of Some (Discuss) 40-6 20-21 (4) 9 
161 Percentage of Few (Discuss) 1-3 22-23 (4) 
9 
(25) 162 Manager Style (A - B) 1/2 





Coding Frame - Assistant Manager's Questionnaire 
4; Data Element Column & Card 
`) Number Missing 
0o Var Name Code Values 0Z No" Column Card 
A* 00 1 Questionnaire Number - Card No. 068- 
118/1- 1-4 (1) 9 




Head of M. A. Dept. 4 
C* 003 Organisation Number 1-31 6-7 (1) 0 
D* 004 Organisation Size: 1-3 8 (1) 9 
Under 5,000 1 
5,000, less than 10,000 2 
10,000 and more 3 
E* 005 Mailing: 1/2 9 (1) 9 
First Mailing 1 
Second Mailing 2 
F* 006 Like a Copy of The Findings 
(Yes/No) 2/1 10 (1) 
Gt 007 Comments : 1-4 11 (1) 9 
No Comments 1 
Comments About The System 2 
Comments About The Answers 3 
Comments About The System 
and Answers 4 
(10) 008 The Key Factor Is User 1-7 12 (2) 9 
009 The Provider of Information 1-7 13 (2) 9 
010 The Principal Subordinates 1-7 14 (1) 9 
011 Decision-Making Style 1-7 15 (1) 9 
* Added to each case (questionnaire) 
t The last page on the questionnaire (open-ended question) 
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(2) 
4; Data Element Column & Card 
N 
0 Var ode Code 
Missing 
o 
(NZ No Name 
Values 
. Column Card 
(10) 012 The Resources Allocated 1-7 16 (1) 9 
013 Psychological Tests 1-7 17 (1) 9 
(12) 014 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special Only 
(Yes/No) 2/1 18 (1) 9 
015 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Periodically 2/1 19 (1) 9 
016 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special and 
Periodically 2/1 20 (1) 9 
017 Periodically (Suggested 
Evaluation) : 1-4 21 (1) 9 
Quarterly 1 
Twice a year 2 
Yearly 3 
Other 4 
(11) 018 Does Your Organisation 
Evaluate the System? (Yes/No/ 2/1/8 22 (1) 9 
DK) 
019 Method Used In Evaluation: 6-62 23-24 (1) 9 
1. Questionnaire 2 
2. Interviews 4 
3. Managers' Complaints 8 
4. Review 6 
5. Other 2 
020 Questionnaire (Yes/No) 2/1 25 (1) 9 
021 Interviews 2/1 26 (1) 9 




Data Element Column & Card 
äi 
ý Var Code Number 
Missing 
0 
0'z No Name 
Values 
. Column Card 
(11) 023 Reviews 2/1 28 (1) 9 
024 Other 2/2 29 (1) 9 
025 Satisfaction With Questionnai 1-7 30 (1) 9 
026 Satisfaction With Interviews 1-7 31 (1) 9 
027 Satisfaction With Complaints 1-7 32 (1) 9 
028 Satisfaction With Review 1-7 33 (1) 9 
029 Satisfaction With Other 1-7 34 (1) 9 
H* 030 The Organisation Actually 
Evaluates (Yes/No) 2/1 35 (1) 9 
(9)t 031 Essential - SD Planning 1-7 36 (1) 9 
032 Relevant - SD Planning 1-7 37 (1) 9 
033 Required - SD Planning 1-7 38 (1) 9 
034 Unbiased - SD Planning 1-7 39 (1) 9 
035 Accurate - SD Planning 1-7 40 (1) 9 
036 Complete - SD Planning 1-7 41 (1) 9 
037 Adequate - SD Planning 1-7 42 
(1) 9 
038 Ordered - SD Planning 1-7 
43 (1) 9 
039 Simple - SD Planning 
1-7 44 (1) 9 
* Extracted from the questionnaire of Head of Management Accountinr, Dept. 
t SD = Semantic Differential 
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(4) 





(9) 040 Current - SD Planning 
041 Well-timed - SD Planning 
042 Essential - SD Control 
043 Relevant - SD Control 
044 Required - SD Control 
045 Unbiased - SD Control 
046 Accurate - SD Control 
047 Complete - SD Control 
048 Adequate - SD Control 
049 Ordered - SD Control 
050 Simple - SD Control 
051 Current - SD Control 
052 Well-timed - SD Control 
Code 




1-7 45 (1) 9 
1-7 46 (1) 9 
1-7 47 (1) 9 
1-7 48 (1) 9 
1-7 49 (1) 9 
1-7 50 (1) 9 
1-7 51 (1) 9 
1-7 52 (1) 9 
1-7 53 (1) 9 
1-7 54 (1) 9 
1-7 55 (1) 9 
1-7 56 (1) 9 
1-7 57 (1) 9 
(5) 053 Reports Importance - Planning 
Points 01-. 99 58-60 (1) 9 
054 Reports Importance - 11 1 
Control Points 01-. 99 61-63 (1) 9 
(6)I 0551 Attributes Importance In 
Planning (Yes/No) 2/1 1 64 1 (1) 19 
0561 Attributes Importance In 
Control (Yes/No) 9 2/1 1 65 1 (1) 1 
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(5) 
Data Element Column & Card 
`) 






(6) 057 Timeliness Rank - Planning 1-5 66 (1) 9 
058 Relevance Rank - Planning 1-5 67 (1) 9 
059 Adequacy Rank - Planning 1-5 68 (1) 9 
060 Reliability Rank - Planning 1-5 69 (1) 9 
061 Understandability Rank - 
Planning 1-5 70 (1) 9 
062 Timeliness Rank - Control 1-5 5 (2) 9 
063 Relevance Rank - Control 1-5 6 (2) 9 
064 Adequacy Rank - Control 1-5 7 (2) 9 
065 Reliability Rank - Control 1-5 8 (2) 9 
066 Understandability Rank - 
Control 1-5 9 (2) 9 
067 Timeliness Points - Planning . 01-. 10-12 
(2) 9 
068 Relevance Points - Planning . 01-. 13-15 
(2) 9 
069 Adequacy Points - Planning . 01-. 16-18 
(2) 9 
070 Reliability Points - Planning . 01-. 9 19-21 
(2) 9 
071 Understandability Points - 




4.; Data Element Column & Card 
`) 
Q) Var Code Number 
Missing 
Q) 6 
aZ No. Name Column Card 
Values 
(6) 072 Timeliness Points - Control . 01-. 9 25-27 (2) 9 
073 Relevance Points - Control . 01-. 96 28-30 (2) 9 
074 Adequacy Points - Control . 01-. 96 31-33 (2) 9 
075 Reliability Points - Control . 01-. 9 34-36 (2) 9 
076 Understandability Points - 
Control . 01-. 96 37-39 (2) 9 
(15) 077 Time In Organisation 00.08- 
078 I Time In Job 
079 Time In Organisation: 
Under 1 year 
1-5 
Over 5- 10 
Over 10 - 15 
Over 20 - 25 
Over 25 
080 Time In Job: 
Under 1 year 
1-5 
Over 5- 10 
Over 10 - 15 
Over 15 - 20 
Over 20 - 25 
Over 25 
(3) 081 Amount of Detail - Planning 
082 Amount of Detail - Control 
45.00 40-44 (2) 99 
00.08- 
45.00 45-49 (2) 99 
1-7 50 (2) 9 
3 
1-71 51 1 (2) 19 
3 
7 
1-7 52 (2) 9 





IV ý Var Name 
QZ No. 






Column & Card 
Number Missing Code Values 
Column Card 
1-5 54 (2) 9 
084 Percentage of Most (Frequency) 70-99 55-56 (2) 9 
085 Percentage of Some (Frequency) 40-69 57-58 (2) 9 
086 Percentage of Few (Frequency) 1-3 59-60 (2) 9 
(2) 087 Satisfaction With Relevance - 
Planning 1-7 61 (2) 9 
088 Satisfaction With Adequacy 
Planning 1-7 62 (2) 9 
089 Satisfaction With Timeliness - 
Planning 1-7 63 (2) 9 
090 Satisfaction With Reliability 
Planning 1-7 64 
(2) 9 
091 Satisfaction With Format - 
Planning 1-7 
65 (2) 9 
092 Satisfaction With Usefulness - 
Planning 1-7 
66 (2) 9 
093 Satisfaction With Other - 9 
Planning 
1-7 67 (2) 





Data Element Column & Card 
N 




. Column Card 
(2) 095 Satisfaction With Adequacy - 
Control 1-7 69 (2) 9 
096 Satisfaction With Timeliness- 
Control 1-7 70 (2) 9 
097 Satisfaction With Reliability - 
Control 1-7 5 (3) 9 
098 Satisfaction With Format - 
Control 1-7 6 (3) 9 
099 Satisfaction With Usefulness - 
Control 1-7 7 (3) 9 
100 Satisfaction With Other - 
Control 1-7 8 (3) 9 
(13) 101 Past Experience in Systems 
Design (Yes/No) 2/1 9 (3) 9 
(14) 102 Studied Accountancy (Yes/No) 2/1 10 (3) 9 
1* 103 The System Is Actually 
Periodically Evaluated (yes/No) 2/1 11 (3) 9 
J* 104 The Organisation uses methods 
To Make Sure The System Meets 
The Manager's Needs 2/1 12 (3) 9 
(7) 105 Manager Discusses His Needs 
(Yes/No) 2/1 13 (3) 9 
106 Satisfaction With Manager's 
Reliance - Planning 
1-7 14 (3) 9 









(7) 107 1 Satisfaction With Manager's 
I Reliance - Control 
Column & Card 
Number Missing Code Values 
Column Card 
1-7 15 (3) 9 






109 Percentage of Most (Know) 
110 Percentage of Some (Know) 
111 Percentage of Few (Know) 
112 Assistants Know - How? 
1. Receive a Copy 
2. Discuss The Content 
3. Other 
113 1 Assistants Know - Receive a 
Copy (Yes/No) 
1141 Assistants Know - Discuss 
1151 Assistants Know - Other 






70-99 17-18 (3) 
40-69 19-20 (3) 
1-39 21-22 (3) 




2/1 25 (3) 
2/1 26 (3) 
2.1 27 (3) 











Percentage of Most (Decisions 





Coding Frame - Management Accountant's Questionnaire 
Data Element 
U) 
" Var Oz Name 
No. 
A* 1 001 Questionnaire Number - Card 




Head of M. A. Dept 
C* 1 003 Organisation Number 
D* 004 Organisation Size: 
Under 5,000 
5,000, less than 10,000 
10,000 and more 
E* 005 Mailing: 
First Mailing 
Second Mailing 
F* 006 Like a Copy of the Findings 
Code 





L72/1- 1-4 (1) 9 





1-311 6-7 (1) 0 





1/2 9 (1) 9 
2 
(Yes/No) 2/1 10 (1) 
Gt 007 Comments : 1-4 11 (1) 
No Comments 1 
Comments About The System 2 
Comments About The Answers 3 
Comments About The System 
and Answers 4 
(13) 008 The Key Factor Is User 1-7 12 (1) 
009 The Provider of Information 1-7 13 (1) 
010 The Principal Subordinates 1-7 14 (1) 
011 Decision-Making Style 1-7 15 (1) 
* Added to each case (questionnaire) 









Data Element Column & Card 
`) 
" Var Code Number 
Missing 
:30 N me Values 01Z No. a Column Card 
(13) 012 The Resources Allocated 1-7 16 (1) 9 
013 Psychological Tests 1-7 17 (1) 9 
(15) 014 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special Only 
(Yes/No) 2/1 18 (1) 9 
015 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Periodically 2/1 19 (1) 9 
016 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special and 
Periodically 2/1 20 (1) 9 
017 Periodically (Suggested 
Evaluation): 1-4 21 (1) 9 
Quarterly 1 
Twice a year 2 
Yearly 3 
Other 4 
(14)1 018IDoes Your Organisation Evaluate 
The System? (Yes/No) 2/1 22 (1) 9 
019 Method Used In Evaluation: 6-62 23-24 (1) 9 
1. Questionnaire 2 
2. Interviews 4 
3. Managers' Complaints 8 
4. Review 16 
5. Other 32 
020 Questionnaire (Yes/No) 2/1 25 (1) 9 
021 Interviews 2/1 26 
(1) 9 
022 Managers' Complaints 2/1 





z Var Name 0' No. 
(14) 023 Reviews 
024 Others 
025 Satisfaction With Questionnai 
026 Satisfaction With Interviews 
027 Satisfaction With Complaints 
028 Satisfaction With Review 
029 Satisfaction With Other 
H* 030 The- Organisation Actually 
Evaluates (Yes/No) 
t(10) 031 Essential - SD Planning 
032 Relevant - SD Planning 
033 Required - SD Planning 
034 Unbiased - SD Planning 
035 Accurate - SD Planning 
036 Complete - SD Planning 
037 Adequate - SD Planning 
038 Ordered - SD Planning 
039 Simple - SD Planning 
Code 




2/1 28 (1) 9 
2/1 29 (1) 9 
1-7 30 (1) 9 
1-7 31 (1) 9 
1-7 32 (1) 9 
1-7 33 (1) 9 
1-7 34 (1) 9 
2/11 35 1 (1) 19 
1-7 36 (1) 9 
1-7 37 (1) 9 
1-7 38 (1) 9 
1-7 39 (1) 9 
1-7 40 (1) 9 
1-7 41 (1) 9 
1-7 42 (1) 9 
1-7 43 (1) 9 
1-7 44 (1) 9 
* Extracted from the questionnaire of Head of Management Accounting 
Department 









" Var :z Name 04 No. 
(10) 040 Current - SD Planning 
041 Well-Timed - SD Planning 
042 Essential - SD control 
043 Relevant - SD Control 
044 Required - SD Control 
045 Unbiased - SD Control 
046 Accurate - SD Control 
047 Complete - SD Control 
048 Adequate - SD Control 
049 Ordered - SD control 
050 Simple - SD Control 
051 Current - SD Control 
052 Well-timed - SD Control 
Code 




1-7 45 (1) 9 
1-7 46 (1) 9 
1-7 47 (1) 9 
1-7 48 (1) 9 
1-7 49 (1) 9 
1-7 50 (1) 9 
1-7 51 (1) 9 
1-7 52 (1) 9 
1-7 53 (1) 9 
1-7 54 (1) 9 
1-7 55 (1) 9 
1-7 56 (1) 9 
1-7 57 (1) 9 
(11) 053 Reports Importance - Planning . 01 - 
Points . 99 
58-60 (1) 9 
054 Reports Importance - Control . 01 - 
Points . 99 61-63 
(1) 9 
(12) 055 Attributes Importance In 
Planning (Yes/No) 2/1 64 (1) 9 
056 Attributes Importance in 








4; Data Element 
U) 
w Var 
Name OZ No. 
(12) 057 Timeliness Rank - Planning 
058 Relevance Rank - Planning 
059 Adequacy Rank - Planning 
060 Reliability Rank - Planning 
061 Understandability Rank 
Code 




1-5 66 (1) 9 
1-5 67 (1) 9 
1-5 68 (1) 9 
1-5 69 (1) 9 
Planning 1-5 70 (1) 9 
062 Timeliness Rank - Control 1-5 5 (2) 9 
063 Relevance Rank - Control 1-5 6 (2) 9 
064 Adequacy Rank - Control 1-5 7 (2) 9 
065 Reliability Rank - Control 1-5 8 (2) 9 
066 Understandability Rank - Control 1-5 9 (2) 9 
067 Timeliness Points - Planning 01-. 96 10-12 (2) 9 
068 Relevance Points - Planning 01-. 96 13-15 (2) 
9 
069 Adequacy Points - Planning 01-. 96 16-18 
(2) 9 
070 Reliability Points - Planning 01-. 96 19-21 
(2) 9 
071 Understandability Points - 






Data Element Column & Card 
Var Code Number 
Missing 
0 Name Values Oz No. Column Card 
(12) 072 Timeliness Points - Control 01-. 96 25-27 (2) 9 
073 Relevance Points - Control 01-. 96 28-30 (2) 9 
074 Adequacy Points - Control 01-. 96 31-33 (2) 9 
075 Reliability Points - Control 01-. 96 34-36 (2) 9 
076 Understandability Points - 
Control 01-. 96 37-39 (2) 9 
(17)1077 Time In Organisation 
45000 
1 
40-44 (2) 99 
078 Time In Job 
079 Time In Organisation: 
Under 1 year 
1-5 
Over 5- 10 
Over 10 - 15 
Over 15 - 20 
Over 20 - 25 
Over 25 
080 Time In Job: 
Under 1 year 
1-5 
Over 5- 10 
Over 10 - 15 
Over 15 - 20 
Over 20 - 25 
Over 25 
(1) 1081 jAmount of Detail - Planning 
0.08- 
45.00 1 45-49 1 (2) 1 99 





















Data Element Column & Card 
N 






(1) 082 Amount of Detail - Control 1-7 53 (2) 9 







084 Percentage of Most (Frequency) 70-99 55-56 (2) 9 
085 Percentage of Some (Frequency) 40-69 57-58 (2) 9 
086 Percentage of Few (Frequency) 1-39 59-60 (2) 9 
(3) 087 Rating of Relevance - Planning 1-7 61 (2) 9 
088 Rating of Adequacy - Planning 1-7 62 (2) 9 
089 Rating of Timelines - Planning 1-7 63 (2) 9 
090 Rating of Reliability - Plannin 1-7 64 (2) 9 
091 Rating of Format - Planning 1-7 65 (2) 9 
092 Rating of All Dimensions - 
Planning 1-7 66 (2) 9 
093 Rating of Other - Planning 1-7 
67 (2) 9 
094 Rating of Relevance - Control 1-7 
68 (2) 9 
095 
lRating 
of Adequacy - Control 
1 1-7 1 69 1 (2) I9 
699 
(8) 
' Data Element Column & Card 
w Number Missing Var 
Name Code Values OZ No. Column Card 
(3) 096 Rating of Timeliness - Control 1-7 70 (2) 9 
097 Rating of Reliability - Control 1-7 5 (3) 9 
098 Rating of Format - Control 1-7 6 (3) 9 
099 Rating of All Dimensions - 
Control 1-7 7 (3) 9 
100 Rating of Other - Control 1-7 8 (3) 9 
(16) 101 Studied Behavioural Accounting 
(Yes/No) 2/1 9 (3) 9 
102 Studied Psychology 2/1 10 (3) 9 
103 Studied Behavioural Accounting 
and Psychology 2/1 11 (3) 9 
J* 104 The Organisation Uses Methods 
For Making Sure the System 
Meets the Managers' Needs 2/1 12 (3) 9 
(7) 105 Ask for Accountant's 





(9) 106 Closeness of Interpretation 1-7 14 
(3) 9 
(8) 107 Necessity of Accountants' 
Interpretation 1-7 
15 (3) 9 








äz Var Name 
No. 
(4) 108 Accountants' Understanding of 
I Needs - Planning 
109 I Accountants' Understanding of 
Needs - Control 
(5) 110 I Accountants' Co-operation In 
Determining Needs 
Column & Card 
Number Missing Code Values 
Column Card 
1-7 16 (3) 9 
1-7 1 17 1 (3) 19 
2/1 1 18 1 (3)ý 9 
111 Reason for Lack of 
Co-operation: 1-3 
Managers Do Not Ask 1 
Responsibility of Another 2 
Other 3 
(6)1112 1 Accountants Know The Style 1 1-7 
19 1 (3) 19 
20 1 (3) 19 
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APPENDIX (6.14) 
Coding Frame - 
Questionnaire For Head of Management Accounting Department 
4; Data Element Column & Card 
U) 




. Column Card 
A* 01 Questionnaire Number - Card No. 173-19 
/1-2 1-4 (1) 9 




Head of M. A. Dept. 





2-311 6-7 1 (1) 0 
a 
I 
D* 04 Organisation Size: 
Under 5,000 
5,000, less than 10,000 
10,000 and more 
E* 05 Mailing: 
First Mailing 
Second Mailing 
F* 06 Like a Copy of The Findings 
(Yes/No) 









G 07 Comments : 1-4 
No Comments 1 
Comments About The System 2 
Comments About The Answers 3 
Comments About The System 
and Answers 4 
(14)ý 08 1 The Key Factor is User 1 1-7 
09 1 The Provider of Information 1 1-7 









Decision-Making Style 1-71 
15 1 (1) 
* Added to each case (questionnaire) 














2 Var Name 
No. 
(14 12 The Resources Allocated 
13 Psychological Tests 
(17 14 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special Only 
(Yes/No) 
15 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Periodically 
16 The Frequency Suggested of 
Evaluation - Special and 
Periodically 
17 Periodically (Suggested 
Evaluation): 
Quarterly 
Twice a year 
Yearly 
Other 
Column & Card 
Number Missing Code Values 
Column Card 
1-7 16 (1) 9 









18 (1) 9 
19 (1) 9 
20 (1) 9 
21 (1) 9 
(1) 18 System Computerised: 1-3 22 (1) 
Completely 1 
Partially 2 
Not at all 3 
(2) 19 Other Information Function 
(Yes/No) 2/1 23 (1) 
20 Number of Information Functio 1-2 24 
(1) 
One 1 
More Than One 2 
21 Function Tiele (One or More) : 6-14 
25-26 (1) 
1. MIS 2 
2. Information and Stats. 4 










4; Data Element 
U) 
" Var Name z 
No. 
(2) 122 I MIS (yes/No) 
23 lInformation and Statistics 
24 1 Other 
Code 




2/1 27 (1) 9 
2/1 28 (1) 9 
2/1 29 (1) 9 
25 The Manager Is Responsible To: 1-3 30 (1) 9 
Chief Executive 1 
Finance Director 2 
Other 3 
26 The Interpretation of The 
System With Other Function: 1-3 31 (1) 9 
Completely 1 
Partially 2 
Separate System 3 
(3) 27 Strategic Planning - Points 0-100 32-34 (1) 9 
28 Tactical Planning - Points 0-100 35-37 (1) 9 
29 Management Control - Points 0-100 38-40 (1) 9 
30 Operational Control - Points 0-100 41-43 (1) 
9 
(4) 31 The Organisation Evaluates The 
System (Yes/No) 2/1 44 (1) 9 
32 The System is Evaluated To 
Determine: 6-14 45-46 
(1) 9 
1. Effectiveness 2 
2. Efficiency 4 




lEffectiveness (Yes/No) 1 2/1 1 47 1 (1) 19 
704 
(4) 
' Data Element Column & Card 
U) Number Missing Var 
Name Code Values Oz No" Column Card 
(4) 34 Efficiency 2/1 48 (1) 9 
35 Review 2/1 49 (1) 9 
(5) 36 The Frequency of Evaluation - 
Special Only (Yes/No) 2/1 
37 The Frequency of Evaluation - 
Periodically 2/1 
38 The Frequency of Evaluation - 
Special and Periodically 2/1 
39 Periodically (System Evaluation ) 1-4 
Quarterly 1 
Twice a year 2 
Yearly,., 3 
Other 4 
50 (1) 9 
51 (1) 9 
52 (1) 
53 (1) 
(6) 40 Methods Used In Evaluation: 6-62 54-55 (1) 
1. Questionnaire 2 
2. Interviews 4 
3. Managers' Complaints 8 
4. Review 16 
5. Other 32 
41 Questionnaire (Yes/No) 2/1 56 (1) 
42 Interviews 2/1 57 (1) 
43 Managers: ' Complaints 2/1 
58 (1) 
44 Review 2/1 
59 (1) 




















(6) 46 Satisfaction With Questionnai 
47 Satisfaction With Interviews 
Column & Card 
Number Missing 'ode Values 
Column Card 
1-7 61 (1) 9 
1-7 62 (1) 9 
48 Satisfaction With Complaints 1-7 63 (1) 9 
49 Satisfaction With Review 1-7 64 (1) 9 
50 Satisfaction With Other 1-7 65 (1) 9 
(7) 51 The Effectiveness Criteria: 6-14 66-67 (1) 9 
1. Managers' Satisfaction 2 
2. Decisions Outcomes 4 
3. Other 8 
52 I Managers' Satisfaction (Yes/No)I 2/1 
53 (Decisions Outcomes 
54 1 Other 
55 Report Issued On The 
Effectiveness (Yes/No) 
56 The Report Points Out: 
1. Weaknesses 
2. Qualitative Terms 
3. Quantitative Terms 
4. Comparison 
5. Other 
57 l Weaknesses (Yes/No) 






2/1 5 (1) 






2/1 8 (2) 











4; Data Element Column & Card 






(7) 59 Quantitative Terms 2/1 10 (2) 9 
60 Comparison 2/ 11 (2) 9 
61 Other 2/ 12 (2) 9 
(9) 62 Who Does Evaluate The System? 6-6 13-14 (2) 9 
1. Internal Auditors 2 
2. Management Accountants 4 
3. System Designers 8 
4. Outside Consultants 6 
5. Others 32 
63 Internal Auditors (Yes/No) 2/ 15 (2) 9 
64 Management Accountants 2/ 16 (2) 9 
65 System Designers 2/ 17 (2) 9 
66 Outside Consultants 2/ 18 (2) 9 
67 Other 2/ 19 (2) 9 
(10) 68 Managers Participation In 
System Design 1- 20 `2) 9 
(11) 69 System Meets Managers Needs 
(Yes No) 2/ 21 (2) 
9 
70 Methods Used: 6-14 . 22-23 
(2) 9 
1. Questionnaire 2 
2. Discussions 4 
3. Other 8 
71 Questionnaire (Yes/No) 2/1 
24 (2) 9 
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(7) 
' Data Element Column & Card 
`) 






(11) 72 Discussions 2/1 25 (2) 9 
73 Other 2/1 26 (2) 9 
74 Satisfaction With Questionnaire 1-7 27 (2) 9 
75 Satisfaction With Discussions 1-7 28 (2) 9 
76 Satisfaction With Other 1-7 29 (2) 9 
77 The Frequency of The Method 
Used - Special Only 2/1 30 (2) 9 
78 The Frequency of The Method 
Used - Periodically 2/1 31 (2) 9 
79 The Frequency of The Method 
Used - Special and Periodically 2/1 32 
(2) 9 
80 The Frequency of The Method 
Periodically: 1-4 33 (2) 9 
Quarterly 1 
Twice a year 2 
Yearly 3 
Other 4 
(12) 81 Managers Complained (Yes/No) 2/1 34 
(2) 9 
82 Procedure Followed to Reveal 
(Yes/No) 2/1 35 
(2) 9 






Data Element Column & Card 
Num ber 
Missing 
Code l Var Name Va ues 
OiZ No. Column Card 
(13) 84 Method Used: 6-14 37-38 (2) 9 
1. Questionnaire 2 
2. Interviews 4 
3. Other 8 
85 Questionnaire (Yes/No) 2/1 39 (2) 9 
86 Interviews 2/1 40 (2) 9 
87 Other 2/1 41 (2) 9 
(15) 88 Determining Managers' Style 
(Yes/No) 2/1 42 (2) 9 
89 Method Used In Determining Styl 6-14 43-44 (2) 9 
1. Psychological Tests 2 
. 
2. Interviews 4 
3. Other 8 
90 Psychological Tests (Yes/No) 2/1 45 
(2) 9 
91 Interviews 2/1 
46 (2) 9 
92 Other 2/1 
47 (2) 9 
(16) 93 Styles Affect The Reports 




Cover Letter To Individuals Participating In The Research Project 
DePwtw-em of Accountmm7 and B mm Law 
Head of Depýarnwant: Profezwr JMS Risk 




The Effectiveness of Management Accounting Systems 
I refer to Mr. letter dated 
wherein he submitted your name as a participant in the 
above research project. 
I enclose herewith the questionnaire, together with a 
stamped addressed envelope for return, and would be pleased 
if you could complete this as soon as conveniently possible. 
Should you require any further information about the project, 
I. will be pleased to supply it. 
Yours sincerely, 




Second Request For Co-operation Sent To Individuals 
Participating In The Research Project 
Dep erst of Accowa mcy and E+ mit l, m. 
Head of Departme r Profaaw JMS Risk 
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STIRLING FK9 4LA SCOTLAND I TELEPHONE' STIRLING (G7$6) 3171 
Research Prolect'into The"'Effecttvenese of Management Accouatina Svstems 
Recently Mr JA Stitt, a Senior Lecturer at this University, and I 
sent you a copy of the enclosed questionnaire, together with a 
letter requesting your co-operation is the above project. 
I realise the demands upon your timt must be many and varied, but 
as the success of the project. depends entirely upon an adequate 
response by pilling participants, I would be grateful if you could 






T-Test Of The Differences Between Senior Managers' And 
Assistant Managers' Views On The Degree of Presence 
Of The Information Attributes 
The Information Relevance Sufficiency Timeli- Relia- Understand- 
Used ness bility ability 
(Format) 
In Planning 
T-value 1.88 1.80 1.48 2.71 0.84 
Degrees of freedom 111 111 111 111 111 
Significance 0.06 0.08 0.14 0.01 0.40 
In Control 
T-value 0.79 0.87 1.17 1.80 1.92 
Degrees of freedom 115 115 115 115 115 
Significance 0.43 0.39 0.24 0.08 0.06 
APPENDIX (8.2) 
Chi-Square Test Of The Differences Between Senior Managers' And 
Assistant Managers' Views On The Degree of Presence 
Of The Information Attributes 
The Information Relevance Sufficiency Timeli- Relia- Understand- 
Used ness bility ability 
(Format) 
In Planning 
Chi-square 11.25 5.24 2.25 6.51 0.98 
Degrees of freedom 2 2 2 2 2 
Significance 0.00 0.07 0.33 0.04 0.61 
In Control 
Chi-square 0.48 0.15 0.11 8.50 2.45 
Degrees of freedom 2 2 2 2 
2 
Significance 0.79 0.93 0.95 0.01 0.29 
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APPENDIX (8.3) 
Management Accountants' Ratings Of The Levels Required By Senior 
Managers Of The Attributes Of The Information Needed For 
Use In Planning 
Attributes Frequency of Responses* 
1234567 
Relevance -6 15 48 11 15 6 
Sufficiency -2 26 37 15 15 6 
Timeliness -6 28 32 15 11 9 
Reliability -2 7 48 19 17 7 
Format -4 17 44 13 13 9 
*A 7-point scale was used where 1= unreasonable, 4= reasonable 
and 7= highly reasonable. 
APPENDIX (8.4) 
Management Accountants' Ratings Of The Levels Required By Senior 
Managers Of The Attributes Of The Information Needed For 
Use In Control 
Frequency of Respo nses* 
Attributes 
12 3 4 5 67 
Relevance -4 26 30 17 17 7 
Sufficiency -4 15 37 24 13 
7 
mimAlinP--q - 11 13 37 17 
11 11 
Reliability -2 9 35 19 24 
11 
Format -6 15 50 13 
7 9 
*A 7-point scale was used where 1= unreasonable, 
4= reasonable 
and 7= highly reasonable. 
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APPENDIX (8.5) 
The Influence Of Previous Experience In Information Systems 
Design On Assistant Managers' Views On The Information Provided 
The Overall Satisfaction-r 
Group 
Planning Control Overall 
Mean* S. D. Mean* S. D. Mean** S. D. 
(1) Who had previous 
experience 4.19 . 91 4.09 1.12 4.12 . 94 
(2) Who had no 
previous experience 4.20 . 92 4.40 . 79 4.26 . 82 
T value . 04 . 96 . 49 
Degrees of freedom 45 47 45 
Significance*** . 97 . 34 . 63 
Chi-square . 30 1.84 1.44 
Degrees of freedom 2 2 2 
Significance . 86 . 40 . 
49 
tA 7-point scale was used. 
* The mean scores of the five information attributes. 
** The mean scores of assistant managers' views on the 
attributes of both the information provided for 
planning and control. 
*** Two-tailed test. 
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APPENDIX (8.6) 
Comparison Between The Satisfaction Of Assistant Managers Who 
Have Studied Accounting And Those Who Have Not Studied Accounting 
The Overall Satisfactiont 
Group 
Planning Control Overall 
Mean* S. D. Mean* S. D. Mean** S. D. 
(1) Have studied 
accounting 4.16 1.06 4.01 1.21 4.09 1.09 
(2) Have not studied 
accounting 4.18 . 83 4.26 . 93 4.19 . 
79 
T-value . 07 . 81 . 
38 
Degrees of freedom 46 48 46 
Significance*** . 47 . 21 . 
35 
Chi-square 2.09 . 78 
7.94 
Degrees of freedom 2 2 2 
Significance . 35 . 
68 . 02 
tA 7-point scale was used. 
* The mean scores of the five information attributes 
** The mean scores of assistant manager's satisfaction with 
the 
attributes of both the information provided 
for 
planning and control. 
*** One-tailed test 
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APPENDIX (8.7) 
The Relationship Between Assistant Managers' Service 
Period In The Present Organisation And 
Their Evaluation Of The Information Provided 
The Overall Satisfactiont 
Group 
Planning Control Overall 
Mean* S. D. Mean* S. D. Mean** S. D. 
(1) Service period is 
not more than 
15 years 4.16 . 96 4.01 . 93 4.09 . 91 
(2) Service period is 
more than 
15 years 4.18 . 86 4.32 1.09 4.22 . 
88 
T value . 08 1.07 . 
50 
Degrees of freedom 46 48 46 
Significance . 94 . 
29 . 62 
Chi-square 1.12 . 60 . 
06 
Degrees of freedom 2 2 
2 
Significance . 57 . 
74 "97 
tA 7-point scale was used. 
* The mean scores of the five information attributes. 
** The mean scores of assistant manager's satisfaction with 
the 
attributes of both the information provided 
for 
planning and control. 
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APPENDIX (8.8) 
The Relationship Between Assistant Managers' Service 
Period In The Present Job And Their Evaluation Of 
The Information Provided 
The Overall Assessment t 
Group 
Planning Control Overall 
Mean* S. D. Mean* S. D. Mean** S. D. 
(1) Service period is 
not more than 
5 years 4.14 1.01 4.18 1.34 4.14 1.00 
(2) Service period is 
more than 
5 years 4.25 . 65 4.20 . 78 4.19 . 
65 
T value . 41 . 08 . 
20 
Degrees of freedom 46 48 46 
Significance . 69 . 94 . 
84 
Chi-square . 40 . 
60 . 00 
Degrees of freedom 2 2 
2 
Significance . 82 . 
74 1.00 
tA 7-point scale was used. 
* The mean scores of the five information attributes. 
** The mean scores of assistant manager's satisfaction 
with the 
attributes of both the information provided 
for 
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Assistant Managers' Overall Satisfaction Measured By 
The Semantic Differential 
Semantic Differential Scores 
Information Provided For 
Mean S. D. Median Skewness 
Planning* 4.90 . 92 4.98 -. 21 
Control** 4.94 . 92 5.01 -. 61 
T value = . 32; 
degrees of freedom = 45; 
significance = . 75 
*5 respondents (10% of 51) did not complete the scales used 
** 4 respondents (8% of 51) did not complete the scales used 
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APPENDIX (8.13) 
Semantic Differential Mean Scores Of Senior Managers - By Scale 
Scale Mean S. D. Median Skewness 
Information Provided For 
Planning 
Essential/Non-essential 6.00 1.39 6.53 -1.41 
Required/Not required 5.88 1.42 6.39 -1.15 
Ordered/Disordered 5.68 1.33 6.00 - . 96 
Relevant/Irrelevant 5.67 1.50 6.12 -1.01 
Accurate/Inaccurate 5.35 1.40 5.78 - . 78 
Unbiased/Biased 5.24 1.36 5.30 . 04 
Adequate/Inadequate 5.14 1.68 5.00 - . 82 
Well-timed/Ill-timed 5.08 1.50 5.50 - . 40 
Current/Out-dated 4.79 1.73 5.17 - . 31 
Complete/Incomplete 4.77 1.69 5.00 - . 18 
Simple/Complex 4.27 1.64 4.21 - . 09 
Information Provided For 
Control 
Essential/Non-essential 5.97 1.41 6.47 -1.48 
Relevant/Irrelevant 5.71 1.42 6.04 -1.41 
Ordered/Disordered 5.66 1.33 5.98 - . 82 
Required/Not required 5.62 1.58 6.13 -1.01 
Accurate/Inaccurate 5.55 1.37 5.90 -1.29 
Unbiased/Biased 5.37 1.36 5.69 - . 17 
Adequate/Inadequate 5.20 1.60 5.74 - . 65 
Complete/Incomplete 5.03 1.60 5.52 - . 51 
Well-timed/Ill-timed 4.79 1.69 4.67 - . 23 
Current/Out-dated 4.46 1.95 4.22 - . 11 
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APPENDIX (8.16) 
The Consistency In Management Accountants' Views On The 
Information Required By Senior Managers 
(The Correlation Between The Semantic Differential 
And The Direct Approach Results) 
Information Rele- Relia- Suffi- 
Format 
Timeli- 
Required vance bility ciency ness 
rararararM 
For Planning . 44 . 00 . 04 . 39 . 33 . 01 . 19 . 09 . 25 . 04 
For Control . 52 . 00 . 25 . 04 . 38 . 00 . 40 . 00 . 
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